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EBIcharges four, with attack on power line
form of worship toward the Earth. It's
really a very spiritual thing to go out and
do.."

"It's real exciting to wake up and
see three big, beefy guys with body
armor on, looking rigbt into their guns,"
Foreman said. The 42-year-old Foreman
said he was asleep in bed and wearing
ear plugs because of barking dogs wben
they carne in and yanked off the sheet. "I
hear that FBI agents take great pride in
filing .down their firing pins so you can
blow on them and they'll go off. They
wanted to get their. cowboy thrills."

"He's a former- bean farmer, a
peace-loving man," said Spence. "All
they bad to do was call him and say,
'Dave,comeondown.' '"

In order to keep the tower from
being destroyed, according to John
Loughney, a spokesman for the FBI in
Phoenix, the undercover agent informed
his superiors of the attack and the inves-
tigation was cut sbort. As the FBI moved .
in, backed up by local authorities on
horseback and a belicopter, the woman
fled. The men were captured; the woman
later turned herself in.

The FBI bas also accused Millett
and Davis of cutting down pylons that
support ski lifts at Flagstaff Fairfield
Snowbowl in Arizona, and of knocking
over 2'9 electrical power transmission
pO'les'serving the Canyon, Hermit and
Pine Nui' uranium' minesnear the Grand
Canyon.

There have been no further arrests,
but an unknown number of people bave
been subpoenaed to testify before a
Phoenix grand jury.

According to the FBI scenario, the.
three alleged saboteurs were planning to
drop power lines that feed the three
nuclear facilities. There bas been conjec-
ture that by dropping the lines the nucle-
ar plants would bave to turn to a back-up
system, which bas been known.to fail.

Foreman will not comment on the
case. _.

Foreman, a former professional far-
rier, has made a name for himself as an
anti-technology war chief. He wrote a
book called Ecodefense: A Field Guide
10 Monkeywrenching wbich details tac-
tics for disabling- beavy machinery, top-
pling billboards, destroying helicopters'
and "miscellaneous deviltry."

"It's not terrorism, it's not vandal- '
ism," Foreman said of eco-sabotage in
an interview last year. "It's something
very deliberate, very thoughtful, that is
undertaken as a last resort with full
appreciation ofthe consequences. It's a

___ ~hy Jim Robbins

On May 30, a flare broke
the darkness of an Ari- .
zona desert evening, a

signal for some 30 FBI agents and a heli-
copter to move in to arrest two men and
a woman authorities claim were' attempt-
ing to fell a tower that carries bigb volt-
age lines to a water pump for the Central
Arizona Project, a mammoth irrigation
system in the desert.

A fourth man, Dave Foreman, who
is a co-founder of the radical environ-
mental group Earth Firstl, was arrested
at bis bome in Tucson on May 31.

The FBI claims the attempted top-
pling of the CAP tower was a dress
rebearsal for an attack on three other
power lines that carry energy to the Palo
Verde nuclear power plant in Arizona,
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant
in California, and the Department of
Energy's Rocky Flats plantnear Denver,
which.manufactures plutonium triggers
for nuclear weapons.

Tbe,FBI team which arrested the
three "is specially trained in anti-terrorist
tactics. •

Gerry Spence, 'the noted Jackson,
Wyo., attorney, is representing- Foreman

.pro bono. He claims the FBI bas greatly
exaggerated what took place.

While Foreman has been released
on $50;000 bail, the other three people
- Marganet Millett. 35; Mark Davis, 39,
and Marc Andre Baker,' 37, all of
Prescott, Ariz. - are being beld in a
Phoenix jail without bond.

According to the FBI, an undercov-
er agent spent 18 months with Foreman
and the other three people. Tbe agent
claims the three were operating -
apparently facetiously - as tbe Evan
Mecbam Eco- Terrorist International
Conspiracy, or EMETIC. The latter is a
term for a substance used to induce vom-
iting. Evan Mecham is the former right,

1Earth First! is one of a num-
ber of increasingly con-
frontational environmental

groups who believe -the consensus .pro-
cess is moving too slowly to stem rapid-
ly disintegrating natural systems. Some
groups, such as Greenpeace USA,
believe in non-violent direct actions such
as banging protest banners and climbing
smokestacks. Some Earth First! ers take
that a step further and believe in disman-
tling and destroying the technology that
makes development possible.

Incidents of ceo-sabotage bave
increased in recent years. In fall 1987,
someone poured a silicone grinding
compound into the engines of four bull-
dozers widening the Burr Trail, wbich
caused $87,000 in damage. A number of
logging sales througbout the West bave
been spiked. And in the Selway Bitter-

, . root wilderness a dirt landing strip bad
salt buried in it Moose, deer and elk dug
boles in the strip to get the salt and
ruined tIle strip. '

The 'movement seems to be fueled
by recent revelations about ozone deple-
tion, 'global warming' and ocean pollu-
tion. "People allover the world realize
we have our planet in a serious environ-
mental crisis," said' Howie Wolke, a
Montana wilderness guide and co-
founder of Eartb Firstl, wbo bimself
spent six months -in the Sublette County,
Wyo., jail for yanking survey stakes that
marked a planned oil exploration road.
"They're frustrated by going to meetings
and negotiating sessions ad nauseum and
not seeing any results."

Wolke says the recent arrests will
only galvanize the resistance. "When the
dust settles it will inspire more people to
defend the Earth," Wolke said. "It's a
call to arms. People will be outraged."

Spence, who is known for his flam-
boyance and his success with a jury, says
be is looking forward to the case. "It is a
luxury to a lawyer to get a good and hon-
est case," Spence said. "When I find a
case I can believe in and the cause is
right and just, I consider it a gift to me."

Dave Foreman

wing governor of Arizona wbo was
impeacbed last year.

According to authorities, the'under- .,
coveragenfSaid Foreman gave the three
$580 for the attack, and promised to pro-
vide another $200. ' '

Baker, Millet and Davis have been
cbarged with destruction of an energy
facility, destruction of property for inter-
state commerce, destruction of govern-
ment property and conspiracy: Foreman
has been cbarged with conspiracy to
destroy an' energy facility, a felony
which carries a penalty of 10 years in jail
and a $50,000 fine~

\ -F' orernan, who was arreste.d
\.;.. --"- early in the morning at his '

Tucson liome soon after the,
attack, feels the FBI overreacted.

Rocky Flats is a fortress

Officials at the Rocky Flats Even -,that plan had little chance of
nuclear plant in Denver success, according to Etchart, 'We have
say their plant is relative- redundant power supply lines wbicb

Iy safe from external attack by eco-sabo- come into the plant In addition to that.
teurs or others. we have back-up generators." ,

Pat Etchart, a spokesman for Rock- Etchart said there has never been an
well International, which operates the incident of attempted sabotage at Rocky
plant for the Department of Energy, said Flats. AIl of the damage over the years
"the largest private security force in Col- was done inadvertently, by Rockwell
orado" does a vigorous job of protecting employees.
Rocky Flats. Plutonium burning out of control in

Security includes armored personnel 1969 caused $26 million in damage; "
carriers, anti-aircraft capability, barbed another fife in 1957 cost $800,000. '
wire fences and the thorougb searching Meanwhile, tbere have been repeated
of all vebicles entering the compound. unauthorized leaks of radiation and the
"There bas never been an instancewhere plant now faces a .substantial clean-up
our security was breached," Etchart said, job involving nuclear wastes dumped
.~ The Environmental Defense Fund's on-site, wbicb have contaminated the

Melinda Kassen, wbo is knowledgeable groundwater.
about the plant, said it would be "diffi- Asked bow difficult it would be for
cult for an outsider to come in. It's like someone to enter the plant and intention-
the Israel-Jordan border, witb barbed ally do the kind of damage Rockwell
wire fences. To get into the plant and do workers have done accidentally, Etcbart
damage is next to, impossible. That's said: "It would not be easyatall."
wby these people (allegedly) were trying
to cut the power from the outside." - Barry Noreen

o
Jim Robbins is a freelance writer in

Helena, Montana

Feds raid Rocky Flats plant
ardous waste and falsified documents to
show paper compliance with EPA regu-
lations.

The two-year-Iong secret FBI probe
is the first criminal investigation of a
nuclear facility in the country The EPA
calls the effort the largest criminal envi-
ronmental investigation in bistory. Col-
.orado Gov. Roy Romer says, "If you
have bad operators there, then those pe0-

ple should be fired and go to jail."
In addition to the federal probe, the

Colorado Department of Health charged

(Continued 0"page 7)

Seventy-five federal agents raided
the Rocky Flats nuclear weapons plant
Iune 6. Agents from the Federal Bureau
of Investigation and the Environmental. ,
Protection Agency started a IO-day
search, looking through records and col-
lecting water, air and soil samples from
the 6,500-acre reservation located 16
miles northwest of Denver.

The agents are investigating allega-
tions that Rockwell International Corp.,
which operates tbe plant for the U.S.
Department of Energy, illegally dumped,
stored and burned radioactive and haz-
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~e)amples .
Fred Rasmussen of Salida, Colo.;

was good enough to send US the names
of 10 friends who may. be interested in

i isubscribing toBigh Couniry;.N~$'~Y .•
will receive two samples of the paper. If
you kn6w people who might enjoy the

. paper, please send us their names and
addresses.

Making a mark
_High Country News a1wnni continue

to make their mark on the world of pub-
lishing. Michael Moss, who wrote for
the paper when it was in Lander, has just
had a book published, Palace Coup,
about the Helmsley real estate empire.
Doubleday is the publisher. Michael is
also a reporter for Newsday.

Kevin Lee Lopez, who was an
intern here earlier this year, has edited
the first edition of the Ya-Ka-Ama
Native News. The newsletter of the
Ya'Ka'Ama Native Nursery contains
articles on native seeds, the recent
Sinkyone Gathering, the planned 1992
"commemoration" of Columbus' disas-
trous arrival in 1492, Big Mountain and
other topics. The address is: 6215 East-
side Road, Forestville, CA. 95436.

New old news
Although dozens of newspapers and

publications come to our office, there are.
hundreds more that we never see. So we
are grateful to readers who send us arti-
cles or let us know about stories we may
have missed. Marcy Neilson of Rupert,
Idaho, for example, just sent us a clip-
ping from the Twin Falls Times-News on
secret releases of radiation by the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory.

She writes, "The local TV stations .
here played it down as 'old news,' but
it's sure new news to me." It's new news
to us, also, and we are writing a Hotline

'on it which should appear in the next
issue ..

Visitors
Julie Steinbach of Cambria, CA.

-carne through a few weeks ago, leaving
envious staff members in her wake. The
teacher has taken a six-month leave of
absence to travel the United States with
her dog. Her goal is to write a travel .
book - a Ia John Steinbeck's Travels
with Charlie.

She might also have the material lor
a book in her work-a-day life: she teach-
es the third to sixth grade in the Califor-
nia state prison at San Luis de Obispo.
With its 6,000 inmates, she says, the
institution used to call itself the "largest
prison in the free world." According to
Julie, she has a large pool of students to
draw from: more than half of the men
have less than a sixth grade education.

Other recent visitors include white-
water rafterll Jim and Debbie Edgcomb,
who stopped by after a vacalion fol-
lowed by a hunt for "retirement land" in
Paonia. The couple own the Blue
Mound Leader Weekly in Blue Mound,
IN., where 100 years ago, says Jim, there
once was a mound of blue flowerll just
out of town.

Another couple stopped by who
have already settled on their fUbJre vaca-
tion homein Paonia. They were Bill and
Lynda Zr,diker, both teachers, who live
near Castle Rock, Colo.

Penny Elder, an Outward Bound
teacher based in Jensen, Utah,. dropped
in after completing a 226-mile trip down
the Colorado River. She was part of a .
group that included current and former
HeN stafferll. They lravelled 226 miles
in five kayaks and five rafts.

".- .. ,

", StanleyandRuth Hutchisson of
Canon City, Colo., dropped byto say
hello. They know the paper from the
Lander days.

Don Mitchell

one summer in Idaho working as a back-
countryranger for the Forest Service.

After another move to Minnesota to
intern with The Nature Conservancy,
Don came to Boulder, Colo., to study
environmental law at the University of
Colorado School of Law. He has sur-

. vived his first year of studies and says he
is looking forward to the change of pace
that working for HCN in Paonia will
provide.

Condolences
The staff of High Country News

extends its condolences to Gingy Ander-
sen and her -family on the death of her
brother, Richard, 'in a commercial fishing

,-"bOat -ai2ideiti'Offthe"cilliS1 '-ot<Alaska.
Gingy, -an- Outward'Bollnd'instrUc'tor,
was an intern here until a month ago.

-Ed Marston for the staff

The writer wins
- 'Freelance writers and artists shoUl~

learn about the June 5,'r989, decision by
the U.S. Supreme Court, which gives
writers, rather than publishers; the right
to copyright what they write. The June 6
New York Times has a story on the deci-
sion. If you can't get the Times, we'll be
glad to send you a copy of the article.

Zen computer
When it comes to computers, Peggy

Daniel of New York City is a person
after our own heart. At the bottom of a
computer-printed letter, she handwrites:

"The printer seems gong ho on the
bold face Helvetica. But it would only
print the font I wanted if I agreed to let it
put a big crease in the page. Who is to
say who is right and who is wrong?"

The newest intern
Our newest intern, Don Mitchell,

was raised in suburban California an
hour from San Francisco. The town he
grew up in, Pleasanton, was a small agri-
cultural community before the sprawl of
the Bay Area started to encroach. The
town's walnut orchards, hop fields and
grazing land are gone now, replaced by

. upper-middle class housing develop-
ments, business parks and shopping
malls. After leaving Pleasanton to go to
the. University of California at Berkeley,
Don says he vowed never to return to the
suburbs.

.At Berkeley, Don majored in biolo-
gy with a specialization in ecology. He
spent six years on the campus trying to

. squeeze every' natural history course ~e
could into his curriculum. After he grad-
uated, he spent the next few years work-
ing as a bicycle mechanic for REI Co-op
in Berkeley and Seattle, and squeezed in

LETTERS
MORE ON WYOMING.GOV. STAN HATHAWAY

dams, but in fact it would have autho-
rized the governor to give them the go-
ahead, no mauer what the feasibility
study found. The bill passed the Senate
in a matter of days bUIwas held up in the
House by then-freshman legislator John
Turner (now president of the Senate).

It finally passed the House in a ver-
sion that made it in fact merely a feasi-
bility study bill, and when it went to con-
ference committee, the House bill pre-
vailed as the senators realized they were
about to give the governor carte blanche
to spend a lot of state money. The gov-
ern's bill was beaten sbictly on econom-
ic and accountability grounds, and those
dams were never built: the Green River
still runs free and natural.

Verne Huser
Albuquerque, New Mexico

FRESH AIR
Dear HCN,

To this 95-year-old your article by
Michael Frome was like a breath of fresh
air, bringing back happy memories on
the Colorado River hefore the dam and
trips by raft through Glen and Grand
canyons. What a crime that dam was and
is for a long time ahead.

Sylvia Tone
Junction City, Oregon

Dear HCN,

Concerning David D. Dominick's
letter in the May 8,1989, issue of HCN
about former Wyoming Gov. Stan Hath-
away, I have a different reality: Hath-
away did indeed push for clean air legis-
lation in Wyoming in the late 1960s, but
he did so only when he was forced to by
the federal Clean Air Act that essentially ,
forced states to comply.

I attended a public hearing on air
quality in Wyoming (spring, 1969) at
.which Hathaway defended Torrington's
air pollution, saying, "I don't mind that
smell. That's the smell of progress.
That's the smell of 300 jobs," refetring
to the beet pulp mill there and to the
"smell pollution" a resident of Torring-
ton resented.

Yes,. it was before EPA exisled but
only after federal legislation, that Hath-
away opposed, had passed. Far from
leading the enactment of environmental
legislation, Hathaway fought it all the
way. Only when it was inevitable did he
encourage the Legislature to enact a state
law that woUld keep the federal govern-
ment from imposing more_stringent reg-
ulations.

His record on water policy was even
worse. At one point he bied to ramrod a
bill through the Legislature that would
have authorized. three dams on the upper
Green River and itS tributaJ;ies. Ostensi-
bly it was a feasibility bill to sbJdy such
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these same MacDonald supporters on the
council, they say, who pushed the
49l,OOO-acre ranch sale through before
complete information could be present-
ed. Now the MacDonald supporters are
Saying the councilmen who questioned
the purchase most were the ones who set
it up.

For weeks, as the battle for control
. wound its way through the tribal courts,

as many as 150 MacDonald supporters
would demonstrate outside of tribal
buildings. They jeered Haskie, the coun-
cil, the tribal courts, the police and
reporters, whom they accuse of telling
lies and slanting stories.

"Two weeks ago, 12 Tarahumara
.Indians '\lI :J:tad\tjonal dress from Chi - '
huahua, .Mexico, stopped by Window
Rock on their way to a cultural exchange
in Canada. MacDonald supporters, not
knowing who they were, accused them
of being Hopis brought in by the Haskie
faction to "witch" them.

MacDonald's supporters had grown
used to planning their strategy in com-
fort and style by using the chairman's
$650,000 renovated suite of offices,
dubbed the Mahogany Palace by detrac-
tors. Even though MacDonald was no
longer in control of the tribe, his sup-
porters __were in control of his executive
office.

In early May, even after the Window
Rock District Court issued a permanent
injunction to stop MacDonald from
using his offices or exercising authority,
his supporters 'refused to vacate the
building. Instead, they kept it locked and
had elderly women and children stay
inside to stave off a siege by police.

Although Navajo police scheduled
several early morning raids on the office,
plans were aborted when it was learned
that MacDonald supporters inside knew
of the raids. Each time, it was discov-
ered, leaks came from the police them-
selves.

Hlgb Coup News - J- 19, 1989-3

After one pre-dawn eviction, when'
seven sleeping people were removed
without any arrests, the group managed
to embarrass the new administration.
They obtained keys to the offices and
simply let themselves back in the next'
day.

Three days later, some 40 tribal
police officers rushed the office at noon,
breaking doorjambs to force their way
in. Among the five people arrested for
disorderly conduct and resisting an offi-
cer in that fracas were three council
members still loyal to.Maclxmald, and
his sister, Hannah -Howard, of Teec Nos
Pos,Ariz.

Since the end of May, a police pres-
• ence around Window· Rock has been

highly visible. Tribal officers' from
· across the reservation have been dis-
patched to the tribal capital to provide
additional security, thus depleting other
reservation areas of already sparse
patrols.

Police now set up barricades to the .
tribal offices every day, and all drivers

·heading into Window Rock must pass
through a roadblock.

As the Mae Donald core group.
enjoys a respite and continues to hold:
strategy sessions in a nearby home, Mac-
Donald himself remains in seclusion.
Since visiting his sister at the Window
Rock Jail recently and denouncing
"police brutality," he has neither attend-
ed any rallies nor issued any statements,

Although both the tribe and federal
authorities are investigating his business
dealings, no charges have been filed and
be officially remains chainnan.

One widely held but unconfirmed
assumption is that MacDonald is trying
to negotiate a deal with federal prosecu-
tors so that he might be allowed to pay a
fine if convicted of wrongdoing rather
than be sent to jail. -

HOTLINE
Researchers coolon
heating trend

The nation may be getting cooler,
not warmer, say two Arizona State Uni-
versity climatologists. Their study in the
, Journal of Geophysical Research dis-
putes the assumption that temperatures
during the past decade have increased
due to the "greenhouse effect." "The
earth may be heating but we haven't .
seen any evidence that the United States'

~ .•. ~ ~-
MacDonald's allies keep pressing hiscause NO SWEAT/

WINDOW ROCK, Ariz. - After ;p C "'-
nearly four months of political upheaval e. It's been a scorching spring in
on the Navajo Reservation, the tribe's if Phoenix, Ariz., with temperatures as
new interim government appears to be ! high as 110 degrees. But the record heat
taking control. .l hasn't Slopped the local visitors bureau

Its-foundation is a month-old tribal ,g. from announcing its latest promotional
court ruling, which found that the 49- effort. The same group that pushed the
member majority of the Navajo Tribal "Cowtown to WOWtown" campaign,
Council acted properly in February when featuring poolside black-and-white cows
irvoted to place Navajo Tribal Chairinan donning Hawaiian shirts, has a new
Peter MacDonald on paid leave in order effort baking. It plans to convince
to clear his name. toorists that Phoenix summers aren't as

In January, witnesses before a Sen- hot as they seem, reports the Arizona
ate investigating committee accused Republic. To promote the "Summer is
MacDonald of accepting payments and No Sweat" campaign, the bureau plans
bribes he called "gifts" from building to distribute "No Sweat" posters, T-

'contractors. He was also accused of con- shirts, sweatbands and 10,000 buttons to
spiring to profit from the tribe's $33.4 tourism employees. But a -bureau
million purchase of Arizona's largest spokesperson said that the first step is to
ranch, the Big Boquillas Ranch, which convince locals "to complain less about
borders the Grand Canyon (HCN, the heat and encourage a more tolerable
5/22/89). Christine Lansing, a Macdonald supporter, was charged with resisting attitude throughout the summer."

The fledgling administration of arrest after a demonstration at Navajo tribal headquarters
interim chairman Leonard Haskie, who
was selected in March from among the
council majority" is now attempting to
stabilize the government and get on with
the business of running the 20,OOO:mem-
ber tribe, the country's largest ..

But keeping up a high degree of
political agitation, and expected to con-
tinue doing so until the 1990 tribal elec-
tions, are those ardent backers of the
~usted leader known simply across the
reservation as "MacDonald supporters."

These are MacDonald's most loyal
followers who say they will support him
even to jail. Counted among them are
some 34 council delegates. who, despite

, the court's ruling, still believe the major-
,",,!\XJlC~i!leilany lO,l'I'mo"eMacDonaid.
,n Likt; Jhe 'c~ ,himself,Jlis., s!!PlJOrt,

ersappear willing to say.or do anything
to keep MacDonald in power. Sylvia
Cambridge, a vocal 67-year-old Mac-
Donald stalwart, has repeatedly told
reporters that her group will never leave
the council alone until the wishes of the
minority are granted -:- namely, to return
their leader to office.

"The chairman has done no wrong
and he.loves his people," she says.

Haskie's administration maintains it
is these same people fighting on Mac-
Donald's behalf who are keeping the
tribe in turmoil,' costing it thousands of
dollars for police protection and legal
expenses, and making Navajos appear
silly to the outside world.

At one recent gathering, for
instance, -147MacDonald supporters vot-
ed to elect Donald Benally "temporarily
people's chairman," to stand in for Mac-
donald. Benally, a council delegate from
the large reservation town of Shiprock,
N.M., and one of MacDonald's closest

- associates, was sworn in by a rodeo
announcer May 23.

His community later passed a reso-
lution officially declaring him an
"embarrassment" for his role in the tur-
moil.

The latest lawsuit, filed by the tribal /.oi
council's staunchest backers of the '1,_,
tribe's 1987 Big Boquillas Ranch pur- ~
chase, asks a federal court to step in to
undo the sale. The 19 plaintiffs, who
fonn the core of MacDonald's council
support, allege i.~ tile suit that Bureau of
Indian Affairs officials, tribal attorneys
and several corporations conspired with
Haskie as far back as 1987. They,
allegedly set up a "racketeering enter-
prise" to use as a "vehicle for the
takeover of the tribal government,
bypassing the Navajo voters."

Other councilmen were amazed by
the lawsuit, calling it frivolous. It was ,

- George Hardeen

is heating," says Robert Balling, director
of the university's climatology lab.
Balling, colleague Sherwood Idso, and
the U.S. Water Conservation Laboratory
in Phoenix studied weather records col-
lected at 1,200 stations in small towns
around the nation. Their data revealed '

·that most places in the United States are
actnally cooling. Researchers who found
evidence of a significant heating have
been using weather records badly
warped by the "urban heat island effect,"
Balling says. For a copy of the article, or
for more information, Robert Balling can ,
be reached at 6621965-6165.

Homesteading plan
flops

A homesteading program in Min-
nesota may be abandoned (H Ct«,
2/13/89). Hopes were high that
Koochingching County would attract
thousands of ne'w residents and help
revive the area's floundering economy.
But in the two years since the program's
conception and after more than 10,000
people expressed interest, only two fami-
lies gained land, reports the Minnesota
Star Tribune. The county's plan has been
paralyzed by state laws forbidding the
giveaway of much of the 50,000 acres
thought to be available, while an over-
whelming public response caught offi-
cials unprepared. Homesteaders have
also had trouble getting home loans.
Bank collateral rules require outright
ownership of the land if it is to be used
for loan security, but participants won't, '
own the 4O-acre plots until the 10th year
of occupancy and tax payment. While
these problems are frustrating county
officials, many of the county's 15,700
residents have expressed 'their fears of
"freeloading" outsiders invading the
area. "We're getting tremendous pres-
sure to shut down the program," said
Bruce Biggins, who heads the homestead
authority.

BAITI3S
Bureaucrats' tunnel vision proves

faulty.
City and slate officials in Chicago

don't always, play straight with one
another. An underground walkway con-
necting their offices is skewed by eight
inches, at a cost of $309,000, reports the
Chicago Sun-Times.. H < I

This is hardfor us to believe.
Former Interior Secretary James

Watt, who chastised Americans for being
"lured by the crumbs of subsidies and
entitlements and giveaways," earned
$300,000 in 1986 by helping developers
gain access to a federal" program that
subsidizes low-income housing projects.
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,~'~rnda~geredfish threatened by oil spill
;: An Amoco pipeline near Craig" MILES

Wal-Mart, one of the nation's largest Colo., ruptured June 2, leaking an I I I I I I
chai\lS of,i1iscount stores, wants to 1IJ0ve unknown quantity of crude oil into the '0 5 10 15 20 25
~.I,.I·1 ..~ ~ ~ .~ ..c ~ _ -- t~" - '.~
mto Jackson, Wyo., but some residents Yampa River and sending local and fed-
, are fuming. Only two of the 35 people eral emerge/ll:y response teams scram-
who spoke at a recent hearing favored bling to protect Dinosaur National Mon-
the store, reports the Jackson Hole ument and three endangered fish species
Guide. Jackson resident Cile Lamb said, downstream.
"Personality has a face. Jackson has one, The spill, from an underwater
and WaI·Mart doesn't." Others against pipeline, formed a bank-to-bank oil slick
the proposal cited threats 10 established which raced downstream into the Yam-
businesses, the-lack of sufficient pa's remote sandstone canyons and class
employee housing and the need to COm- IV ani! V whitewater rapids. Federal
plete the town's master plan. Resident officials say spring flood conditions,
Carol Richardson, on the other hand, long distances and sparse river access
said, "There are a lot of people who made it difficult for cleanup crews trying
want a Wal-Mart. I just wish that instead to contain the disaster.
of being hypocrites and all showing up After working two days and a night.
(at Wal-Mart) on the day it opens, we'd with several failed attempts, oil
try to make this a win-win situation." absorbent booms finally held just above
WaI·Mart architects say their design for Dinosaur. But by then the Yampa's
the proposed store, using materials rapids had churned up the slick. While
indigenous to the area, will fitthe town's much of the gooey residue was captured,
image. Nonetheless, the Jackson Plan- broken-up oil slicks and puddles of
ning Commission voted in a hearing to emulsified oil floated into the national
recommend denial of the plan until the monumenl
town's annexation study of the South Although no dead fish or wildlife
Park area is complete. have been sighted, U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service and National Park offi-
cials remain concerned about possible

, long-term impacts of the oil spill, which
, hit just as the endangered fish entered
their annual spawning season.

The oil, a light-brown crude, was
first spotted south of Craig at 7 a.m. by a
passing motorist. who reported it to the
local-sheriff's office. -Two hours later the
sheriff and other officials traced the leak
to an Amoco Pipeline Co. pipe where it
crosses underneath the Yampa just
downstream of Craig. Amoco spokesper-
son Jack Riggs says the pipe was shut
down by 9:45 am, "

Accounts differ on how much oil
leaked into the river, but all are based on
visual reports and the length of time it
took to locate and shut off the pipe.
Amoco officials estimate that little more
than 10,000 gallons - the amount that
fills a large tanker truck - escaped.

Environmental Protection Agency,
Fish and Wildlife and National Park offi-
cials, who all responded to the emergen-
cy, speculate that from I3,OOO-to 15,000
gallons could have spilled.

The cleanup effort, a race against
time and a fast-flowing river, started in
chaos, says EPA emergency response on-
scene coordinator Don Shosky. The first
three attempts to set oil absorbent booms
across the river failed because of inex-
perienced crews and equipment that
wasn't designed for high, fast-flowing
water.

Tom Jackson, U,S. Fish and Wildlife
contamination expert, says the booms
couldn't stop the oil from flowing under-
oeath or over the top and were washed
back up on shore several times, letting
the oil plume pass by.

After chasing the spill nearly 100
miles, rescue teams finally got ahead of
it at Deerlodge Park just upstream of the
Dinosaur National Monument horder.
Directed by Shosky, crews laid out a
series of wing dams set at 45 degree
angles to the current. Those redirected
the current, Shosky says, and deflected
oil into artificial eddies where it was
scooped up by workers with oil
absorbent pads. ""<,,, ... : # -.i.

~ .... ... • . v ,

, Shosky adds that the rapids and high
water that made the containment effort
so difficult may have also cleaned up
much of the oil naturally. "Because of
the light nature of the crude oil," Shosky
says, "it broke down very rapidly when
it went through the rapids."

Most of the slick was broken down,
evaporated by the sun or diluted before it

~
A question of image

Proposed plutonium
pTnnt challenged

The Energy Department's plan io
produce weapons-grade plutonium for
nuclear warheads in Idaho is under
attack. The Snake River Alliance and
two other citizens' groups recently filed
suit in federal district court against the
department, saying it failed 10 adequate-
ly address environmental and safety con-
siderations for its proposed special iso-
tope separation plant. The plant would
be built at the Idaho National Engineer-
ing Laboratory near Idabo Falls. The suit
claims the DOE's environmental impact
statement fails to consider other alterna-
tives, denies the public "meaningful
comment" and lacks essential informa-
tion. Liz Paul, director of the Snake Riv-
er Alliance, says the agency's document
fails to address such issues as the' eco-
nomic impacts of an accident and alter-
nate waste disposal plans, Joining in the
suit with the Snake River Alliance were
jhe Natural Resources Defense Council
and Palouse-Clearwater Hanford Watch.

A new approach to solid waste dis-
posal,

Although the Guinness Book of
World Records is shelving its gluttony
section, an entry will remain for Michel
Lotito, whose diet since 1966 has includ-
ed 10 bicycles, a supermarket cart, seven
television sets, six chandeliers, a coffin
and a Cessna light aircraft, reports the
Arizona Republic.

Part of the truth and nothing. but ...
"I put in what I wanted to. I paid for

it." said John Hossack, after running an
advertisement deliberately understating
Forest Service contributions to local
governments, while overstating what the
timber industry pays. Hossack is a
spokesman for Friends of the Northwest
Log Haul, a pro-timber group based in

, California, AP reports.

Sitting down ranked third,
Interior Secretary, Manuel Lujan

said in a press release that "43 percent of
Americans identified driving for plea-
sure as a favorite leisure activity," He
said walking was second,

FLAMING GORGE
RESERVOIR

WYOMING···_··_··r··--··_··_..- ..- -_ .._ ..

COLORADO

UTAH

Craig

40

Vernal

Bars across the river indicate booms placed to contain the ol!.~pm

got to their booms above Dinosaur, says
Shosky. "We kept setting up more booms
and caught all we could catch, Not a lot
got into the park compared to what was
spilled originally ... We're very lucky it
was a light crude and 'not particularly
toxic compared 10 the very heavy oil on
the Valdez or a tanker truck of leaded '
gasoline."

Dinosaur National Monument'
Superintendent Denny Huffman says the '
.spill was not well contained and enough
oil entered the park to greatly disturb
him, "Dinosaur National Monument con-
tains three endangered species that are
the last remnants of the Colorado River
endemic fish," Huffman says. One of
those, the razorback sucker, just m,ished
spawning last month, and the Colorado
squawfish and the humpback chub will
spawn very soon, he says.

Park Service overflights on Sunday
spotted oil slicks 40 miles into Dinosaur.
Huffman says the oil left a bathtub ring
on the shoreline and pockets of oil
residue in back eddies. Residues were
even heavier in the first 100 miles below
Craig.

Amoco also set up another series of
booms at the confluence with the Green
River, in the heart of Dinosaur National
Monument. Those have collected a small
amount of oil, reports Jackson. In addi-
tion, the Bureau of Reclamation has
released more water from Flaming
Gorge Reservoir to help dilute and flush
away any oil that reaches the Green.

Harold Tyus, leader of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Colorado River Fishes pro-
ject in Vernal, Utah, says, "We have no
idea how toxic (the crude) is; no idea
what effect it is going to have." Tyus
walked several stretches of the river the
day after the spill. He says that although
not much was left on the surface, he is
most worried about what he can't see.

"It's aI( throughout the water col-
umn now. I guarantee you it's gone all
the way down river (to the Green) for
ISO miles. Trying to clean that up, I
doo'tknow .r
If the insoluble residue of the oil

slick is in suspension, Tyus says, "I fear
it wil\ bond with sediments andclay par-
ticles and precipitate out when it gets to
.the >(~'p'w moving reac,l)~ tl)at serve as)
nursing areas for the Colorado squawfish

in the Green River. It could be locked up
in the sediments for a long time."

'We don't know what effect it will
have on aquatic food organisms either.
People look for direct 'mortality, but we
could' have a problem here and not even
know it."

Tyus also says they may not know
the full impacts of the spill until next
fall, when they count the young fish that
survived the summer.

While Amoco continues mop-up
operations, cleaning the residue out of
the slack water and back eddies, EPA
officials have formally told the company
that it may be held liable for rescue oper-
ations and long-term impacts to the river
"I • ~~ .-.. J.~; <.'" •. '
system. ' " .. ,

Park Service and Fish and",V,lilfir<;
officials, who say they didn't know the
Amoco pipeline existed, have raised
questions about potential leaks from oth-
er pipelines carrying toxic materials, The
106-mile Amoco line that leaked into the
Yampa collects 105,000 gallons of crude
oil a day from the lies oilfield south of
Craig and pumps it north to storage tanks
in Wamsutter, Wyo.

It is classified as a gathering
pipeline and is one. of two such Amoco
pipelines that cross the Yampa and
Green Ri ver drainages. Those two are
,part of a I,OOO-mile network of gather-
ing pipelines in Colorado that were
exempted from federal safety inspections
in 1985. Department of Transportation
officials recently told the Denver Post
that the Reagan administration exempted
gathering pipelines from federal over-
sight after oil company executives said
the pipes didn't pose serious threats to
public health because most pass through
remote terrain.

Amoco official Jerry White says tbe
company thoroughly inspected the 45-
year :old pipeline for corrosion and rust
in 1985, and repaired much of it in 19&6.
However, the Yampa River crossing
showed no defects and was not replaced,
he adds. While White says the Yampa
River crossing, like the rest of the line,
"is inspected routinely," he could not
provide a detailed maintenance record
showing the last date inspected ,since
1985.

';",'-

- Steve Hinchman

'It's all throughout the water column now.
I guarantee you it's gone

I \ I "all the way down river ...
\

\
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Charred trees surround a lake in yellowstone National Park

The message is: 'Nature is a good thing'
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL

PARK, Wyo. - YelIowstone Superin-
tendent Robert Barbee has been lambast-
ed, ridiculed and hurned in effigy over
his management of the 1988 Yellow-
stone fires,

But in May, Barbee received an
unexpected surprise from conservation-
ists who have often locked horns with
him over management of the 2.2-mil-
lion-acre national park. He got a stand-
ing ovation.

Barbee was praised by members of
the Greater Yellowstone Coalition,
which held its annual meeting May 20 at
the Old Faithful Lodge. Stung by attacks
last summer on the so-called "let-burn"
policy, and natural management in gen-
eral, conservationists and the Park Ser-
vice have found themselves allied. The
annual meeting still provided a forum for
debate over specific issues such as min-
ing, wildlife habitat protection, oil and
gas development and even fire manage-
ment. But the more fundamental issues
took center stage.

"The future of the greater Yellow-
stone ecosystem rests on our getting the
message out that nature is a good thing,"
said Tom McNamee, GYC president .

He praised Barbee for standing up to
politicians, Reagan administration offi-
cials and "an ill-informed and often hos-
tile press corps," who challenged the nat-
ural-burning program in the park.

"Sometimes we do forget that with
the people we fight with the hardest, we
agree on 90 percent of the goals," said
McNamee.

The reaction of many people to what
they saw as the destruction of the park
by fire worried conservation leaders
about a backlash because of their support
of natural burning. But the opposite hap-
pened. The GYC added 500 members
since last summer, ballooning its mem-
bership to more than 3,100.

That is a far cry from 1987 when the
organization's board - divided over
goals and facing funding problems -
fired its director. A combination of fund-
raising efforts and success in several key
battles to protect areas around the park
strengthened the coalition. So the growth
since the fires has been built on a solid
base, said staffer Todd Wilkinson.

"It isn't so much the fires," he said
"After the smoke cleared, everyone real-

ized how many threats to our national
parks there are."

The coalition's efforts to carry the
message that Yellowstone is still a spe-
cial place and is aCtually improved eco-
logically have helped it grow and aided
the Park Service's own public relations
blitz. Park visitation was up 30 percent
in May over 1988.

But not all of the speakers at the
GYC meeting shared the same philoso-
phies. Alston Chase, long a critic of the
park's natural regulation policy, contin-
ued his challenge of the agency's natural
management of the park.

Instead of allowing nature to run its
course, often to the detriment of range,
wildlife habitat and stream quality,
Chase urged the park to manage its
- resources to "maximize species diversi-
ty." .

"That's what the Indians did," said
Chase, an author, columnist and former
philosophy professor.

But Holmes Rolston, a philosophy
professor at Colorado State University;
said Chase's plan would destroy the rea-
son for protecting national parks - pre-
serving natural systems.

"What you would have is a system
to examine the skills of the engineers
who manage it," be said.

, McNamee said park managers
should encourage "maximum possible
naturalness." But that doesn't mean there
• should be no management Such efforts
as reintroduction of wolves can improve
the ecosystem, he said. 'The trick is to
recognize when a quick touch will do."

- Rocky Barker

Even before Yellowstone officials
and the environmental community began
heralding the fires as the great ecological
release for the park's over-mature forests
and aspen stands, I recognized the fires'
positive effects. Clearly from an ecologi-
cal and even economic standpoint, the
benefits outweighed the costs.

And the underlying truth of the 1988
fires is that they were unstoppable and
completely indifferent to what I or any
other human thinks.

But I won't give in to the orchestrat-
ed public relations campaign that wants
me to believe that "black is beautiful," as
Denver Post columnist Jim Carrier
wrote. The blackened canyon along the
Madison River is an ugly testament to
the power of fire, The denuded hills east
of Norris where the North Fork' fire
raged through blown-down trees on
Black Saturday offer little aesthetic hal-
ance.

But then, neither do the extensive'
clearcuts along Highway 20 in Island
Park, where the Forest Service has sys-
tematically sheared the landscape at lev-
els far above sustained yield for 20
years. The results are supposed to be the
same.' The bug-infested dead lodgepole

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL
PARK, Wyo. - The burned cabins
behind the Hamilton Store are gone. The
creek at Old Faithful Village I jumped
across on Sept. 7 wh_ilerunning from the
NOM Forie fire is high and slightly gray.
The crisp morning air is a marked
improvement over the smoke-filled haze
I was forced to breathe in September.

Yellowstone is almost hack to nor-
mal this spring. Tourists line up around
Old Faithful at about one-hour intervals,
then leave wben the geyser erupts.

Coyotes tear at bison and elk car-.
casses that liner the meadows after this
particularly harsh winter. Sandhill cranes
nest along the Yellowstone River. The
park's hot pools and geysers still bubble
and steam. Its buffalo still roam.

But it is not the same and never will
be again, and that underscores the emo-
tional reaction that I carry like a stub-
born hangover from last year's fires.

It is the strength of a national park
, or any other striking natural area that it
has an emotional as well as intellectual
effect on people. The fire itself was an
emotional experience that elicits new

- feelings each time I see an area in the
park that shows some sign of fire.

HOTLINE
An expensiveflre

An outing in the Gallatin National
Forest in southern Montana may end up
costing .a guide and his client millions.
Outfitter Vernon-Smith and Todd Wilkof
each received bills of some $28 million
from the Forest Service for allegedly
starting the Hellroaring fire in August
1988, reports the Casper Star-Tribune.
The Forest Service estimates it cost mOre
than $4.5 million to suppress the blaze.
'Agency officials determined from a
videotape of the earlier stages of the fire
that it originated at Smith's campsite,
most likely from a fire in a stove in
Wilkof's tent. Smith denies responsibili-
ty, saying the camp was in the hands of
employees when the fire started.
Approximately 52,600 acres burned on
the Gallatin National Forest plus 29,300
acres more after the fire spread to Yel-
lowstone National Park.

Colorado ranks last
Colorado is the loser in a Bureau of

Land Management study that rates the
quality of federally owned ,grazing land-
in the West. Public land statistics com-
paring rangeland in the 10 Western
states show that 59 percent of the land
the BLM leases to Colorado rancbers is
in fair or poor condition. Only 18 per-
cent of this land is in good or excellent
condition. According to Kirk Koepsel of
the Colorado Environmental Coalition,
federal officials are at fault because they
permit overgrazing. Dale Brubaker of
. the BLM says the figures are misleading
because range conditions are compared
to natural (climax) plant communities
which are not necessarily ideal for cer-
tain uses of the land. A parcel of land, he
says, which is only rated fair in terms of
virgin conditions, could actualIy be valu-
able from a grazing standpoint Accord:
ing to Brubaker, trend data are more '
reflective of the conditions of the land
and sbow that 75 percent of Colorado's
federally owned grazing land is either

. unchanging or is lmprovins. The highest
quality range land, 'according to statistics
compiled by the BLM, is in Montana,
where only I percent of the land is in
poor condition.

pine have been removed so that a new
forest can be reborn.

So I accept on an intellectual level
that much of Yellowstone will be an ugly
shadow of the place Iknew for perhaps a
decade. I also find the rebirth a fascinat-
ing process that lures me to the park the
way beauty had before.

And, after all, much of its beauty is
not lost. Vistas such as the Grand
Canyon of the Yellowstone are virtually
untouched. The mosaic burns of brown, .
black and green have added new dimen-
sions to formerly routine views.

But emotionally, I'm still scarred.
The images of breath-taking hikes up
Specimen Ridge, colorful cutthroat trout
in my net at Buffalo Ford and moonlit
views of Old Faithful are jumbled
together with 200-foot flames, sore lungs
and fear.

But fear of nature is a part of our
interaction with it, or can be. The fear I
felt running for the parking lot during the
Old Faithful firestorm was similar to the
fear I felt riding to within 50 yards of a
grizzly bear while examining the fire's
aftermath in October.

That fear is a reminder that man is
never totally in control of nature. I hope
that fear never goes away.

o
Rocky Barker is an editorial page

editor at tbe Idaho Falls Post-Register:
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Will the Mexican gray wolf i
repopulate its former range? !

. ~

__ --lJby John M. Bancroft

One of the last living Mexican gray
wolves sleeps with its tail half curled
around its body in the shade of an over-
hanging artificial rock at the Arizona-
Sonora Desert Museum. A second wolf .
trots doggedly round and round a well-
worn path that, defines the limits of its
captive range.

On the other side of an unobtrusive
barrier stroll members of the human
species, the predator that with its guns,
steel traps and poisoned baits has pur-
sued the Mexican gray wolf to the
threshold of extinction.

Visitors pause for a brief moment or
stand for minutes quietly gazing at the
pair, snap photographs, clap, whistle,
laugh, bark or howl. There is a lot of
howling from the human side of the
fence.

"It doesn't look like a wolf,"
declares an older man to his companions.
He may not be alone in that observation.
Tall tales and myths have led us to
expect a hulking,. snarling monster of a
beast behind the plaque marked Canis
lupus. '

The truth is that this particular wolf, .
a subspecies named baileyi after the
biologist and professional wolf eradica-
tor who first described it, grows to about
the size of a mid-range German s~ep-
herd. Mature males average 67 pounds
and females about 56; making this the
smallest of the North American wolves.

Wolves, which once flourished in aU
the lower. 48 states,' have been reduced
b)l government-sanctioned eradication
programs to remnant populations in
.northern Minnesota and along the Cana-
dian border in GlacierNational Park,
MonL Wild wolves still roam in Alaska
and perhaps there are a, few in interior
Idaho. Unconfirmed sightings are report-
ed from time to time elsewhere around
the West, including southern Arizona,,
some in the high country not far from
Tucson.

Peter Siminski, curator of birds and
mammals at the Desert Museum, is a
member of the Gray Wolf Recovery
Team, international stud bookkeeper for
the gray wolf and vice chairman of the
Mexican Wolf Captive Management
Committee. He gives little credence to
the reports.

"Most of the reports I hear are from
visitors to the museum," he says, "who
say they just saw a wolf crossing Kinney
Road."

Dave Brown, a writer who recently
retired from the Arizona Game and Fish
Department, believes the rumors of
wolves in the southern Arizona wilds are
just that. It is possible that a lobo will
occasionally cross from Mexico into its
ancestral hunting grounds in Arizona, he
says, but wolf experts agree that the tra-
ditional estimate of fewer than 50
wolves surviving in Mexico is far too
optimistic.

The only wolves known to exist in
.Arizona are five at the Desert Museum
and a handful at the Navajo Nation Zoo
at Window Rock, the laner being geneti-
cally suspect, possibly not true to the
species.

It is in the captive breeding pro-
gram, of which the Desert Museum is a
mainstay, that hope lies for the Mexican
gray wolf's survival. The program is
successful, but unless a breeding popula-
tion of wolves can be established in the
wild through controlled reintroduction

into some fraction of their former range,
the program may prove to' be an exercise
in futility. ~ce in zoos is limited, and
the geneuc diversity essential to a
healthy species is declining among
inbred captive animals.

For some people, reintroducing
wolves into an ecosystem that has been
systematically stripped of them is a
touchy, emotionally charged issue. Most
stockmen hate wolves since they have
been known to cut into ranchers' profits
by cutting out a few choice animals for
themselves.

Hunters in Wyoming, site of a pro-
tracted controversy over reintroducing
the subspecies of gray wolf native to
Yellowstone into the nation's first
national park, say wolves will decimate
elk herds, leaving fewer elk. for hunters
to kill. Ironically, other opponents of
reintroduction say that restoring wolves
to their native range will not help to
reduce elkand bison populations within
the park. -

For several reasons, Dave Brown
believes wolves will make a comeback
in the West: First.. land' use patterns in .
southern Arizona are changing, he 'says.
Those who actually make a living at cat-
tle ranching are being displaced by hob-
by ranchers who make their money else-
where and who are less tied to the econ-
omy of the open range. Second, a track-
ing collar is being' perfected that will
allow troublesome wolves to be moni-
tored and removed from any sensitive
areas into which they might stray.

The Desert ·Museum's Peter Simin-
ski believes stockmen 's fears of wolf 1

depredations are overstated. He says a
fund to reimburse rancbers for any con-
firmed losses to wolves, such as the one
established by Defenders of Wildlife in
thee Yellowstone region, should help to
ease their worries.

Public opinion, too, is swinging to
the wolf's favor.

Last July, in the first half of a two-
part Arizona Game and Fish survey
designed to assess public attitudes
toward and knowledge of wolves, poll-
sters talked to 726 beads of households,
78 percent of them from metropolitan
Tucson and Phoenix and the rest from
rural areas statewide, The balance accu-
rately reflects the distribution of popula- ,
tion in a rapidly urbanizing state.

The poll showed 61 percent of those
interviewed favor the idea of reintroduc-
ing the Mexican gray wolf into its his-
toric range. Only 18 percent oppose the
idea. Similarly, polls in both Montana
and Wyoming, where wolves either live
now or may be reintroduced, show a
majority of each siate's citizens in favor
of reintroduction. A visitor survey at
Yellowstone National Park showed
three-to-one support for-the idea.

Later this summer, Arizona Game
and Fish will conduct the second part of
its survey. They will follow their initial
random sampling with a stratified sam-
pling designed to gather the opinions of
both identified opponents and supporters
of reintroduction, as well as those of a -
more widely dispersed random sample of
Arizonans.

"Our object," says Barry Spicer,
nongame mammalogist with the depart-
ment, "is to get all the cards on the table,
to sample all points of view. Until the
results are in, the department is neutral
on the subject:"

Carol Cochran, the Desert Muse-
(COntinued 0"page 7)

Mexican gray wolf

Faithful and predictable
Wolves mate for life. For the.Mexi-, landsabove 4,000 feet wherethey.hunt,

,can gray wolf, a Ijfetime ~sl~ to_~; _':y~,!~~mg,~~Ji02,nwl!~-HM,;;,.
years on avefuge;loyears at most. Tiierr out broken, rocky terrain, wolves are
extraordinary loyalty' to their partners
sometimes inadvertently doubled a
wolfer's bounty: The mate of a trapped
wolf often would stick close by, making
it easy prey for the trapper.

Most of what we' know about
wolves comes from the accounts of those
charged with exterminating them,

Given that, we know quite a lot.
Lobo's primary prey is the Coues white-
tailed deer, supplemented by mule deer,
javelina and pronghorn. The Mexican
gray can subsist for a time on jackrabbits
and mice, but without large, hoofed
mammals a wilderness will not support
wolves.

Because the wolf's preferred prey in
Arizona and Sonora, Mexico, is smaller
than the elk and caribou its northern
cousins hunt, the Mexican wolf is small-
er and hunts in smaller packs, often con-
sisting only of a mated pair and, for a
time, its offspring.

Wolves are social animals. They
howl to find one another in the wild,
especially in the late fall and early winter
mating season. When their mating is suc-
cessful, four to eight pups are born in
March or early. April of alternate years
after a pregnancy of about two months.

The male of the pair hunts to feed
his mate for the six to eight weeks she
nurses their litter, then both hunt to feed
the young. When the pups are three
months old they begin to accompany
their parents on hunting rounds at night,
and in this way learn how to survive.
The pups stay with their parents through
the fITSt winter. They will be full-grown
in nine to II months and come of breed-
ing age in their third winter - if they
live that long.

Wolves den on high ground over-
looking the open woodlands and grass-

runnerS and need open ground. - "~'-" .

Wolves are methodical. Iii southern
Arizona, not far from Tucson, a wolf
"circuit" extended some 70 miles in a
rough circle from Sonora up along the
west side of the Huachucas Mountains,
east across the Canelo Hills and south
again into Mexico. For years a wolf pair
in certain seasons patrolled this hunting
territory every nine days like clockwork.

They were still at it as late as 1940;
This strategy worked fine until the
wolfers showed up, thenlobo's pre-
dictability worked against him.

The Mexican wolf's historic high
country range covers all of southeastern
Arizona below the Mogollon Rim, nicks
a comer of southwestern New Mexico
and extends south well into Mexico, the
southernmost sighting having been
reported from Oaxaca. Two other sub-
species, mogollonensis and monstrabilis,
lived north of the rim. Both have been
extinct for years, as has the intermoun-
tain wolf that once roamed the Kaibab
Plateau north of Grand Canyon.

Given that lobo is about the size of a
medium German shepherd, that makes
an adult male about twice as heavy as
the average coyote - if there is such a
thing as an average coyote. Wolves have
fuller manes, fluffier tails and longer
muzzles than dogs, and their footprints
are longer and narrower. Like a dog's,
only four of lobo's five toes touch the
ground; the fifth is a dewclaw.

Lobo's summer coat is reddish- gray
with a little black on its sides and face,
set off by a pale mane and a patch of
white on its throat and between its
forelegs. Its winter coat is heavier and
lighter in color, varying from mottled
grays and silvers to almost white.

- John M. Bancroft
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Agency calls for a revised 1872 Mining Law
The patenting provisions of federal

mining law have. outlived their useful-
ness and should be reformed, says
Congress' research arm, the General
Accounting Office.

The GAO says provisions in the
1872 Mining Law allowing patenting of
claims - the deeding of federal land to
private owners - have created a bonan-
za for non-mining speculators by
enabling them to buy public land at bar-
gain-basement prices. The report also
recommends elimination of the law's
"diligence" provision. It requires miners
to perform minimal amounts of work on
unpatented claims each year, which
encourages miners to perform unneces-
sary work, thus causing environmental
damage.

Since 1872,3.2 million acres of fed-
eral land, an area the size of Connecticut,
have been patented. For a miner to
patent a claim.the Bureau of Land 'Man-
agcment.must determine that the site has
an economically extractable mineral.
Once the determination i~ inade and the'
patent .applicant pays $2.50 an acre for
placer properties and $5 an acre' for lode
claims; the deed is transferred. the new. ":, - .
owner- can then subdivide, sell or lease.
the Imid. It is private property and min-
ing is not required. . - .

; The patenting provision was created
. In. the I 117~to encourage settlement: and
.development of the West's resources.
The GAO says it is now an "attractive.
means of acquiring title to valuable land

.for non-mining purposes."
The- report cites some great bar-

·gains. A property patented for $775 in
1983 in Nevada was appraised in 1988
by the BLM at$1.2 million. The site is
surrounded by a wilderness study area
! --.'--- _.. .". .

and is close to a ski area and a resort. It
is not being mined.

A 160-acre parcel in Keystone,
Colo., patented for $400 in 1983, is
located near a ski resort. It has noi been
mined and is being subdivided for
$11,000 an acre, a price that could even-
tually gain the owner about $1.8 million.

The GAO examined 20 properties
patented since 1970, and it says they are
now worth· between $14.4 million and
$47.1 million. 1jhe governmentsold
them for less than $4,500. The report
recommends changing the mining law to
eliminate patenting of hardrock minerals
and the land where they are found. This,
it says, would keep land under federal
ownership and allow the government to
collect royalties on minerals now given
away for free.

The GAO also recommends that
miners no longer be required to perform
$100 worth of work on unpatented
claims each year. This provision allows
miners to 'retain exclusive rights to

.c1ai!D~ by pt.oviitg theyare diligently
"developini":them. The GAO found that
much of this work does' not bring the
claim closer to mineral development and
that some claim holders scar land unnec>
essarilywith bulldozers just to comply'
withthe'requirement The GAOrecom:
mends replacing the diligence provision.
with aI\ annual holding fee that doesn't
require development

The GAO investigation was request-
ed by Rep: Nick Rahall of West Vuginia, "
chairman of the House Subcommittee on
Mining and Natural Resources.Jt is the-
latest in a number of GAO reports" in.
recent years on mining, and it indicates a

. growing interest in Congress to reform' .
the 1872 law. ., .

Wolf...
(Continuedfrom page 6)

urn's curator of education, is not neutral.
She says she wants the'chanceto hear

· the howl of wolves in the wild.
The first of her reasons is solidly

· grounded in the science',of ecology:
'''Wolvesbelong. here. The food ·chain

· and the ecosystem are incomplete with-
out their top predator.~'

The second is more subjective:
"Wolves symbolize true wilderness.
They embody a nonhuman beauty and
we need that." ,

Siminski goes further: "We have a
responsibility to animals to whose near
extinction we have contributed, and the
wolf's decline is owing entirely to man's
campaign to exterminate them. Humans
and wolves go back a long way together.
They're part of our history and heritage."

Cochran, who under contract to the
U.s. Fish and Wildlife Service has creat-
ed a slide show to help get the facts
about wolves before the public, believes
that many of those who' oppose reintro-
duction are in thrall to misconceptions:
_ • Wolves are a danger to humans.
The fact is that wolves avoid human con-
taCt There has never been a documented
case of a healthy wolf attacking a human
in this country. Simioski adds that cap-
tive wolves cower when cornered in a
small area, rather than displaying the
aggression one might expect in such a
situation.

• Wolves are cruel. Wolves kill in
order to feed'themselves and their'
young, just as we do. Cruelty is a human '
concept, not an attribull: of the wolf.

• Captive-bred wolves will not
know how to hunt their Datural prey

in the wild. There. is good inferential
evidence that captive wolves' hunting
instincts are intact. If not, there are
established methods for teaching cap- .:
tive-bred animals how to re-enter the
wild.

Siminski is encouraged on the last
count by the experimental reintroduction
of red wolves in Alligator National
Wildlife Refuge, N.C., a situation he is
following closely. The captive-bred
wolves released and monitored there not
only ha~e survived on their natural prey,
they ha~~ reproduced, and the fIrst pups .
born in the~d seem to be flourishing,
too.

In the best of all possible worlds,
Siminski says, the Gray Wolf Recovery
Team would like to see the Mexican gray
wolf .listed as. "recovered" and off the
endangered species list In order for that
to happen, a self-sustaining population
of at least 100 wolves will need to live in
middle- to high-elevation wilderness
somewhere within the 5,000 square
miles of the wolf's historic range in Ari-
zona.

Ultimately, the impebIs for reintro-
duction will come from the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, with the advice
and consent of Arizona Game and Fish.
As Cochran points out, Fish and Wildlife
will not reintroduce the wolf into any
state that doesn't wll\lt it, effectively giv-
ing the state veto power over any pro-
posal.

Right now, one thing is certain. The
Mexican gray wolf can survive only with .'
man's initial assistance and a renewed
willingness on our part to live and let
live.

- John M. Banaoft

John M. Bancroft is a freelance
'writer in Tucson, Ari7J'"3.

In April 1988, the GAO released a
report on unreclaimed harili'ock mining
lands in II Western states. The investi-
gation found that more than 280,000
acres of federal land need reclamation, a
task that could cost $240 million. The
GAO says it may have underestimated
the scope of the problem because it only
looked at claims active since 1976. It
also found that 50,000 acres of the unre-
claimed lands have been disturbed after '
the BLM and Forest Service issued
reclamation regulations in the 1970s.
The GAO has also found shortcomings
in those rules.

In a statement made to Rahall's
commiuee in March, James Duffus III, a
GAO staff director, said the Forest Ser-
vice's regulations were generally effec-
tive when reclamation bonds are
required, but that the BLM's "cannot
ensure that reclamation will occur."

Duffus said the BLM doesn't
request reclamation bonds from most of

the miners operating on its lands. Thus,
when an operator is done mining, there
is little incentive to reclaim and correct
damages. The agency is left with dam-
aged land.

"The cost of posting a financial
guarantee so that public lands will be
reclaimed must be considered part of the
cost of a mining operation," Duffus said.
"This cost is justified by the need to
ensure that mined lands are reclaimed by
the operator and not at public expense."

The General Accounting Office in
Washington, D.C. 20548 makes its
reports available free. The Mining Law
of 1872 Needs Revision was published
March 1989 and is coded RCED-89-72.
An Assessment of Hardrock Mining
Damage was published April 1988 and
is coded RCED-88-l23BR. Limited
Action Taken to Reclaim Hardrock Mine
Sites was published in 1987 and is coded
RCED-88-21.

- Bruce Farling

Rocky n.tS ...
(Contlnuedfrom page:l)
the plant with violating state hazardous
waste laws 25 times in ·the,last 'year
alone. According to state olT1cia1s, Rock" .
well International's violations include·
improper waste storage, insufficient. -
record-keeping, poor worker training and '
inadequate tracking of groundwater,pol-" , .
lution. , . '

Six months ago.. the DOE .ranked .
Rocky Flats as lI!e worst environmental·
problem in its nuclear weapons network,
saying that extensive ground water pol- .
lution threatened nearby communities
(HeN., 12/19/88). The department rec-
ommended the. gradual phasingput of
the plant,rather than abrupt closure.

The plant is the only source of plu-
tonium triggers for ,nuclear warheads. In
addition, it is an economic anchor for the
Denver area, employing '6,000 people
who earn an average of $48,ooo.a year.

This January, the DOE awarded
Rockwell a five-year, $2.5-billion con'
tract to continue operations. That con-
tract may be imperilled by the current
investigation. Among the leads the
agents are following are indications· that ".
the plant discharged toxic substances
into' a nearby community's drinking'
water.

Rockwell International formerly
.. operated the Hanford Nuclear Reserva'

tion, where it also had a history of safety
and, regulatory violations. But not all fin-
gers are pointed at the aerospace and
defense conglomerate. A Denver Post
editorial said the real culprit is the
"Department of Energy, which is sup-
posed to be in charge of monitoring
Rocky Flats." Instead, the Post said, the
DOE is "apparently wearing blinders,
earmuffs and a paper bag over its head."

The charges have brought new calls
for independent oversight of nuclear
facilities. "There has been too cozy a
relationship between contractors and
agencies, and poor attitudes toward
health and safety issues," Rep. Mike
Synar, D-Okla., told the Denver Post.
"Neither our agencies nor contractors are
above the law."

The disposal of nuclear waste from
Rocky Flats was already in a state of
near paralysis due to delays in opening
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant near
Carlsbad, N. M. (HeN, 2/13/89). The
raid now threatens to put the nation's
nuclear weapons indUStry into long-term
gridlock.

"This kind of thing has never hap-
pened before," regional DOE man"~"

,
lim Bickel said ..... .it certainly isn't,
going to help our credibility."

The raid coincided with a public
hearing in Denver .on the WIPP plant;
which is- supposed' to store waste pro-:
dueed at- Rocky FIatS and other nuclear
plants. The DOE is struggling to open
WIPPbeforeRocky -FIats' reaches its .
temporary siorage limit.

Currently, waSte generated at Rocky'
'FIats remains on-site or is shipped by rail
to the Idaho National Engineering Lab. .

.But Gov. Cecil Andrus of Idaho' has said
thatIdaho won't accept out-of-state .
waste shipments after Aug. 3 I, 1989.
Based on Colorado Department of'
Health' standards, -Gov, RoDier' has, limit-
ed how much waste can be' stored ai
Rocky Flats, and his office estimates-the- .
plant could reach that point as early- as
October 1989.

The DOE originally predicted thar"
WIPP would open in' October 1988 as
the nation's first permanent nuclear -,
wasie disposal site. Laier the deparunent
said it would open in 'J one 1989, and it
next promised September 1989. Mean-

. while, nuclear waste is piling up in Col·
.orado, with Romer standing "("mn .in his
intel!tion to close the plant down once it

. reaches its storage capacity of 1,600 .
cubic yards," says press secretary Cindy
Parmenter ..

Energy Secretary James Watkins,
who has been urging Congress not to .
grant states and other agencies more .
power to regulate DOE facilities, told the
Senate Armed Services Committee in
May that WIPP could not meet EPA
standards for hazardous waste storage
until February 1990, at the earliest That
date assumes the EPA will grant the
DOE permission to bury hazardous
waste without treating it to prevent its
migration. Such permission would be a
("ust by the EPA.

The DOE faces other hurdles before
WIPP can begin accepting waste, includ-
ing the certification of the shipping con-
tainers, the completion of an environ-
menial impact statement, and the ttansfer
by Congress of land from the Bureau of
Land Management to the DOE.

What will the DOE do if WIPP does
not open and Romer and Andrus stand
("mn? The DOE's Bickel says, "The cur-
rent administration is committed to
maintaining a strong nculear deterrent.
We're not going to shut Rocky.Flats
down because we can't open WIPP." The
DOE is looking for alternative temporary
storage sites around the nation.

-Becley Rumsey
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DuNngo, Colorado

Michael Coggins
Durango, Colorado

Mark Diekhans
SantR Cna, CAlifornia

Fred Dowsett
Lakewood, Colorado

Art and Bobbi Estin
Boulder, Colorado

Jean and Mike Healy
Worland, Wyoming

Oiff and Joan Montagne
8ozem4n, MCmtllM

I

Dave and LaUren Naslund
Edgewater, Colorado

Nancy Strong
ColoraiID Springs, Colorado

. for keeping HeN/tom extinction
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Did the BLMgive too much for too little?
---~-by

Jill Morrison and John Dougherty

PHOENIX, Ariz. - In the
heart of the Sunbelt near this
expansive city lie thousands

of acres of rich Sonoran Desert whose
, dollar value is as elusive as the Gila
monsters and coyotes that make Ihe land
their home. _

Until very recently, the"monetary
value of the land did not marter. It was
public land controlled by the Arizona
office of the U.S. Bureau of Land Man-
agement. Itwas not for sale.

But in the last few yeats, hundreds
of thousands of acres of lush cactus
desert near Phoenix suddenly have been
thrust into the harsh limelight of the pri-
vate market place, where predators look-
ing for a quick kill often make impacts
. that last for Centuries.

In only six years, more than 2.5 mil-
lion acres of public and private lands
have changed hands under the direction
of the Arizona BLM. It went from land
suitable for wildlife and open space to
prime development land for golf courses,
man-made lakes and condos. Other land
went from the private sector, where it
had potential for development, into pub-
lic hands, and in theory at least, immuni-
ty from development ..

For the most part, tbe BLM-backed
exchanges have been hailed by politi-
cians, private developers and environ-
mentalists.

Politicians see the exchanges as a
way 10 free up public land near urban
areas for development while placing
environmentally important lands in pub-
lic control.

Developers prosper by gaining con-
trol of large areas of land at bargain
prices. Sometimes the land is immediate-
ly resold for prices millions of dollars
more than the BLM appraisal. Other
times, developers slowly sell off small
parcels at greatly escalated per-acre
prices.

Environmentalists are generally
enthusiastic about the trades because the
BLM often acquires desirable areas,
such as the wildlife-rich San Pedro River
valley in southern Ariiona.

Yet one central element to this trilat-
eral support is missing. In the rush to
quickly complete land exchanges, the
public has had no opportunity, prior to
completion of a trade, to review the
appraised values of the land to be
acquired or given up by Arizona BLM.

The public, without access to details
about the financial value of the land 10
be traded, is asked to comment on the
merits 'of the swaps on a philosophical
basis.

Henri Bisson, who as BLM Phoenix
district manager has overseen numerous
land exchanges, explains, ''The opportu-
nity for the public 10 comment...is based
'on whether the land BLM is acquiring
has the kind of values that should be in
public ownership and whether the land
we are giving up should be placed in pri-
vate ownership."

At no time do taxpayers know clear-
ly what Ihe land trades cost and whether
BLM is getting full market value. Fur-
ther clouding the picture is the BLM's
policy of allowing the private party
proposing the exchange to hire and pay
the land appraiser. BLM officials said
this should not be a concern because the
appraiser must be selected from a BLM-
-approved list and all appraisals are
reviewed by BLM staff.

But a recent BLM land trade
resulted in wildly different
values among appraisals

and market value, and raised questions
about the process. The example occurred
last December, when the BLM approved
an $8.7 million appraisal on a piece of
public land. However, according to a
recent article in The Arizona Republic,
the investors acquiring the public land
had received a second appraisal of $19;5
million. Moreover, they had an offer
from a company willing 10 buy the prop-
erty for $22.5 million which they didn't
show to the BLM.

The BLM later criticized the $19.5
million appraisal as unrealistic because it
was based on certain factors that had not
yet occurred, primarily securing a 100-
year water supply and annexation into
the city of Casa Grande.

But trades such as this lend force to
, critics, who charge that the Arizona
BLM's decision 10 keep appraisals confi-
dential means the public has no way to
fonn ulate an opinion on the trade.

"To me, that is a Catch-22," said
Steve Thompson of the Public Lands
Trust, a Santa Fe-based group that
acquires environmentally sensitive lands.
"How can you ever challenge the valua-
tion or raise issues about the valuation if -
it is a closed file?"

Andy Wiessner, of Kogovsek Asso-
ciates in Denver, has worked 'on numer-
ous land exchanges with the BLM's
counterpart, the Forest Service. Unlike
the BLM, Wiessner said many

Interior to audit BLM land trades
A federal investigation of an Ari-

zona land swap has blossomed into a
nationwide audit of public-land
exchanges by the Bureau of Land Man-
agement, a high-ranking federal official
told the Arizona Republic.

"We want 10 know if public lands
are exchanged on a fair and accountable
basis," said James R. Richards, inspector
general for the Department of Interior.
''We will look at the reliability and credi-
bility of the program."

Richards said the audit, which will
begin in October, will include a review
of the BLM's land-exchange policies

across the country and an examination of
a yet undetennined number of individual
land trades approved by the agency.

He said the audit could lead to new
regulations aimed at ensuring that tax-
payers get fair-market value for public
land when it is traded away.

Richards said the audit was prompt-
ed by a series of controversial trades by
!he Department of Interior involving the
Phoenix Indian School, some land west
of the White Tank Mountains and prop-
erty near Interstate 10 north of Casa
Grande.

I \

exchanges are frequently challenged on
the basis of the appraised value, which
the Forest Service typically makes avail-
able for public review prior 10 a trade.

BLM officials in Washington said
the decision to make appraisals available
is left up to the Slate director.

"With appraisals locked away until
after the trades, over the past few years
the Arizona BLM has embarked on the
most extensive public land-trading pro-
gram in the country. Its rapidity in con-
ducting land sales is the envy of other
states, where proposed swaps often take
years 10 complete.

Arizona.BLM Director Doyle Dean
Bibles said his land exchange staff has
accomplished in five years what they
visualized might take 20 years. "I'd say
we are at about year 15," he said in a
recent interview. ,

Bibles is proud of his record. He
bristles at suggestions that he may have
both given up too much public land and
skirted agency regulatory requirements
in his zeal to close a deal.

"We have acquired most of the
Hualapai Mountain, which has a habitat
of endangered species. We have acquired
some of the finest Joshua Tree forest in
the country and saved it from destruc-
tion. We have saved areas for the desert
bighorn sheep population and acquired
the Black Canyon corridor with a 68-
mile hiking and horse trail."

All of this has been accomplished,
he said, "Bytrading lands ideal for dis- ,
posal around Bullhead City.Phoenix and
Tucson. None of this could have been
done without the exchange process."

Indeed, Bibles' efforts have earned
him recognition from the highest levels
of government. He recently received an
award from former President Ronald
Reagan, in part for his work on land
exchanges.

A BLM employee for 32 years,
Bibles worked in Wyoming, California
and Idaho before going to Washington,
D.C., in 1980 as assistant director for
land resources. Bibles arrived in Arizona
in 1982 to manage the state's 12 million
acres of BLM holdings.

(Ccmttnued 011 page 13)
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One of his primary mis-
sions in Arizona was to
facilitate a series of com-

plicated land exchanges that were at the
heart of a congressionally approved plan
to solve a l00-year-old, land dispute on
the Navajo 'and Hopi Indian reservations
in northeastern Arizona.

In an attempt to solve the conflict,
Congress passed legislation in 1974
which divided 1.8 million contested
acres between the tribes. This act left an
estimated 12,000 Navajos and about 200
Hopis on the wrong side of the partition
despite having lived there for genera-
tions. They would have to be moved.

~ The existing Navajo reservation had
no room for the refugees, so in 1980
Congress amended its relocation legisla-
tion, allowing the Navajos to acquire
250,000 acres of private ranch land with-
in 18 miles of the existing reservation.

But Congress did not empower the
federal government to simply purchase
land for the Navajos. Instead, the tribe
first chose the ranches they wanted, and
then the ranch owners were compensated
with public land of their choice in Ari-
zona and New Mexico.

It was during the completion of
these swaps in the late summer of 1985
that Bibles said he and his staff realized
there were many more opportunities to
conduct land trades.

"With the Navajo-Hopi relocation
exchanges, we discovered we could
aggressively go after entire tracts-of land
we wanted to acquire through private
land exchanges. These successes made it
possible for other successes," he said. ,

According to Bibles, the BLM dis-
covered a strong demand for vast tracts
of public lands that were barriers to
growth around the boom cities' of
Phoenix and Tucson and more recently
neat Bullhead-City, The latter is a rapid-
ly' growing town along the Colorado
River which serves as a bedroom com-
munity to the gambling casinos across
the river in Laughlin, Nev.

The Arizona real estate market was
roaring in the mid-1980s and investors
and developers were searching for land
on which to build so-called master-
planned communities. The market turned
its eyes to the BLM land.

"The current economic situation we
were operating under had a tremendous

influence and impact over what we were
doing," Bibles said. "Most of the time,
the lands we don't want are the lands no
one else wants. But these public -lands
that we didn't want, someone else did. It
was a rare mix." A rare mix indeed.

The Navajo-Hopi swaps showed just
how desirable and valuable these public
lands were. After the official appraisals
determined that the private and public
lands to be traded were of equal value,
the public lands in Arizona were imme-
diately resold for $33 million over the
BLM appraised value.

In sharp contrast tothe escalating
value of the public land was the discov-
ery that some of the private lands
acquired for the Navajos had water con-
taminated by radioactive wastes from a
uranium tailings. spill in the Puerco Riv-
er.

The majority of the public lands
acquired were located near regional
parks on the outskirts of Phoenix and
Tucson. The savvy traders had buyers
lined up and ready 10.purchase these iso-.
latedtracts of desen land just as soon as
the trades were completed with the
BLM.

It was the beginning of the
Arizona Land-Swapping
Rush.

Big plans and big development pro-

jects were quickly announced on most of
the former public lands for self-con-
tained communities in a desen paradise.
One of the largest of these communities
was dubbed Sun Valley.

The Sun Valley development site
expanded from an original.14,8l9acreb =
picked up in one' of the Navajo-Hopi
exchanges in August 1985 to more than
76,000 acres when two more land swaps
were orchestrated in 1986 and 1988 with
the BLM. The private proponent in both
exchanges was a former Canadian pro-
fessional hockey player turned land
speculator named Herbert "Huddy" Bell.

Bell, who operates under a myriad
of corporate names, had already
arranged buyers for the land he was
acquiring from the BLM before the
trades were consummated. Maricopa
County real' estate records show a flurry
of transactions involving Bell's compa-
nies immediately after the trades ..

In each trade, Bell immediately sold
former public lands for prices tens of
millions of dollars above the BLM
accepted appraised values.

In the first trade, which closed in
March 1986, Bell sent 43,000 acres in
the environmentally prized San Pedro
River valley to the BLM. In return, Bell
picked up from the BLM 40,900 acres of
desert-grazing land 35 miles west of
Phoenix. Bell's new parcel was adjacent
to 14,819 acres he had purchased earlier
from an Arizona rancher involved in one
of the Hopi/Navajo land exchanges.

Within days of the March 1986 San
Pedro exchange, Bell recorded sales of
more than $71 million on public lands
that had been appraised at $26.5 million
just weeks before. The entire exchange,
from initial consultations to closing, took
only five months, BLM records show.

In the fall of 1987, Bell again
entered into negotiations with BLM to
execute another 'trade. This -tirne, the
trade was shrouded in secrec'y-The BLM
was reluctant to release Bell's name as
the exchange 'proponent and refused to
release appraisals of the public and pri-
vate lands to be swapped, despite Free-
dom of Information Act requests to do
so. BLM's reluctance to provide
appraisal data apparently was related to
widespread press coverage that followed
the 1986 BLM trade with Bell.

Bell also declined to be interviewed
and when the local press made an effort
to photograph him, he ran across his _
office parking lot, dodging behind
cement pillars, before jumping into a
black BMW and speeding away.

Bell declined repeated efforts to be
interviewed for this story.

The June 6, 1988, swap gave the
'BLM the 37,500-acre Empire-Cienega
ranch 40 miles southeast of Tucson and
the 13,500-acre Gubler-Frei ranch adja-
cent to Grand Canyon National Park,
along the north rim of the canyon. At the
last minute, and without prior public
notification as required by BLM regula-
tions, the BLM agreed to accept the
4,100-acre Rose Tree Ranch located
adjacent to the Empire-Cienega as part
of the exchange.

In return, Bell received 49,482 acres
of public land; 35,827 acres of that land.
was located just west of the Sun Valley
development, which was now being
linked to Phoenix by a 28-mile, privately
financed, $80-million parkway.

The BLM valued the lands equally
at $35.7 millioni-But within minutes of
acquiring the public lands, Bell resold
most of the real estate adjacent to Sun
Valley for $15 million more than the
land was appraised at by BLM, county
records and statements by Bell reveal.

The Sun Valley land, appraised by
the BLM at $600 an acre, was purchased
from Bell by Burns International, a
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In the]une 1988 swap, the HIM gave up: I. 6,854 acres on State Highway 74
near Lake pleasant Regional Park; 2. 6,500 acres southwest of Morristown;
3,35,827 acreswest of Hassayampa River and' north of Interstate 10; and
4. 80 acres suitable for commercial or industrial use InTucson east of the
PlmaAlr Museum and north of Interstate 10. The HIM received: 5. 37,500
acres of private land in the Emplre-Clenega Ranch southeast of Tucson
and 4,10o-acre Rose Tree Ranch;, and 6. 13,000 acres on the Arizona Strip
that abuts Grand canyon National Park.

Bisson said. "Those things had to be
closed."

"I think Seven West would state
publicly that they were paying interest to -
maintain the option on the purchase of
the ranch. It had to be done, by August,"
Bisson said.

Seven West officials, including Bell,
declined to comment on the exchange.

Despite tens of millions of
dollars in profits earned by

, Bell from the trades,
Bibles has steadfastly defended the land
exchanges, repeatedly saying the public
got a good deal. -

"You have to look at the resource
values that the public got out of the San
Pedro, Empire-Cienega and the Gubler-
Frei or any of these lands. I would not
trade back any of those lands. The bot-
tom line, in reflection, in light of what
we now know, is whether you would
trade back those lands," Bibles said.

Bibles says the escalating values on
the public land are the result of specula-
tors unrealistically driving up the values
ofproperty in non-cash transactions. In
addition, Bibles said the profits that
appear to have been made by Bell do not
take into account Bell's cost of purchas-
ing mining claims and outlays related to
acquiring purchase options on property
that was later traded to BLM. However,
at other times Bibles has stated that pub- ,
lie land appraisals are not to include the
costs of private parties removing mining
claims.

As a final backstop against criticism
about undue profits, Bibles turns to- the
Internal Revenue Service. "If there are
profits made, when you !oJk at the ove~:
all picture, it has not been that big of a
deal. The IRS got a share back of that if
any profits are shown," he said.

The Arizona Game and Fish Depart-
ment)s one of the few agencies that
actively participates in the public com-
ment process on land exchanges. Acting

(Com/Rued0"page 16)

Phoenix-based land development com-
pany, and two British real estate compa-
nies for more than $ 1;000 an acre in an
all-cash deal.

County records show that Burns,
who is a neighbor of Bell in an exclusive
Paradise Valley enclave, received at least
partial financial backing for the deal
from a Phoenix business partnership that
included former Arizona Sen. Barry
Goldwater's bother, Robert Goldwater,
and members of the prominent Martori
farming family.

The Empirc-Cicncga exchange also
revealed the pressures BLM and devel-
opers faced in completing the complicat-
ed exchanges quickly. BLM district
director Henri Bisson said the agency
bypassed the 45-day public comment
requirement when it decided, upon Bell's
request, to include the Rose Tree Ranch
in the exchange 'because it may have
jeopardized the deal.

Bisson said the trade needed to be
completed by August or Bell would lose
his option to purchase the Ernpire-Ciene-
gaRanch.

"It had to go down by then ,or the
whole deal would go down the tubes,"
Bisson told the Mesa, Ariz., Tribune.

Bell's group had a lot of money rid-
ing on the deal.

A real estate agent close to Anamax
Mining Co., which was selling the
Empire-Cienega Ranch to Bell, said Bell -
was paying more than $ I00,000 a month
as a fee to keep the purchase option
alive.

The monthly payments began in
March 1988 and were in addition to the
$31.5 million price for the ranch, the
agent said.

Bell's company, called Seven West
Properties, also was making dozens of
option payments to purchase mining
claims on the public land he was to
acquire. Public land cannot be traded
unless all mining claims are removed.

"There was time pressure on all
sides from the standpoint that there were
options taken out on the mining claims,"

,.
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Earth First!: spiritual heir to Tarzan
-'--~ by Eric Holle

Where is that ape-man when we' need him?
ElChed into the memll'y of many environmentalists is '
the image of Tarzan, Lord of the Jungle, defender of
the wild. In today's world of complex government-
industry relationships, environmental lobbying at
cocktail parties and turf wafs, Tarzan's tactics have a
certain appeal. "Guns bad!" he would proclaim,
tearing the weapons from the hands of poachers and
other evil ones.ismashing them to pieces.

As 12-year-olds, we could overlook the image'
problem of a white, super-macho descendant of
English 'aristocracy being the ruler of the African
jungle; what mattered most was that 'he had been
reared by apes, was inherently good and fearless, and
was extremely effective in repulsing the onslaught of
industrial civilization. Like Tarzan, we couldn't
articulate our feelings about biological diversity and
large ecosystems. But when bulldozers and housing
developments invaded our local forests, our reaction
was to attack the machmery..

Tarzan's tactics would, of course, get him
strapped into irons in our society. where private
property is a sacred cow. But recently deceased writer
Edward Abbey, author of Desert Solitaire and The
Monkey Wrench Gang, spawned a new generation of
Tarzans before his passing. The hero of his novel,
Vietnam vet George Hayduke, didn ',t like what

- industry was doing to his beloved Southwest. and
spent his time cutting down billboards, toppling power
lines, disabling bulldozers, and engaging in other
forms of "monkey wrenching."

Foremost among today's monkey wrenchers is
Earth First!, a loose-knit, decentralized movement of
tree huggers and posey sniffers. They first gained
notoriety by blockading oil company bulldozers in a
wilderness area in New Mexico, and soon took those'
tactics to the Pacific Northwest in an attempt to save
what remained of the old growth forests from logging

,.companies. It was here ili,at activists suspended
.themselves a hundred feet off the ground in Douglas
firs and redwoods to prevent the trees from being cut.
It was here. also, that Dave Foreman, one of die
movement's founders, sustained serious injuries' when
he was dragged a hundred yards by a logging truck.

Such civil disobedience, combined with banner
hangings, guerrilla theater, and activities like chaining
themselves to machinery helped Earth First! make
preservation of old .growth forests and remaining
wilderness a national issue. Their Biodiversity Task
Force has even achieved official habitat preservation
for such uncharismatic fauna as the northern bog

lemming and the flat-spired three-toothed land snail.
But it is their advocacy of monkey wrenching that has
gained them labels ranging from "the cutting edge of
the enviro!'memal movement" to "cenified loonies" to
"terrorists, "

Foreman has published a handbook for eco-
saboteurs, Ecodefense: A Field Guide to Monkey-
wrenching gives instructions on, among other things,
disabling bolldozers and heavy equipment, and "tree
spiking," driving nails into forest giants to prevent
their being cut. Stressing nonviolence and
responsibility, the book urges tree spikers to
anonymously publicize their actions so that spiked
timber sales will be quietly dropped, and the chance of
injury to loggers avoided.

Tree spiking has occurred from Ontario through
the Rockies, but is most prevalent in the Northwest,
where dozens if not hundreds of incidents have taken
place. In many cases, trees have been saved when
legal and administrative remedies have failed.

Tree spiking is not the only monkey wrenching
technique Earth First!ers employ. The only Earth
First!er to have been caught monkey wrenching until
recently is co-founder Howie Wolke, who spent six
months in the Pinedale, Wyo .• jail for pulling up
survey stakes. Mining projects have been hindered or
rendered uneconomical by bulldozers being
"lubricated" with fine abrasives. And in September.
1988, power lines going to uranium mines on the
north rim of the Grand Canyon were dropped.

First-hand information on monkey wrenching is'
difficult to come by, for obvious reasons. The
effectiveness of such tactics is debatable, but is
perhaps best gauged by Sen. James McClure, R-ldaho,
attaching a rider to the 1988 Drug Omnibus bill
providing stiff fines and sentences for anyone caught
in the woods with hammer and nails.

Perhaps the most effective monkey wrencher of
all is mild-mannered Captain Paul Watson of the Sea
Shepherd Conservation Society, the naval arm of
Earth First! While othe! groups lobby Congress and
sblicit funds io Save whales, Watson sim~iy niins and
sinks pirate whalers. An original member of
Greenpeace, Watson was later condemned by them as
"violent" when he wrestled a club from the hands of a
Newfoundland sealer about to smash a baby harp seal.
But it was his attack on the notorious pirate whaling
ships that gained him prominence. The Sierra had

. been operating for years in violation of international
whaling laws, and Watson could have sunk the ship on
the high seas with no fear of repercussions. Fearing
injury to crew members of the whaler, however, he
waited until they were near port and rammed them,
permanently disabling the Sierra.

Are such radical tactics necessary? The system
that law-abiding citizens are encouraged to work

,within is one in which the fox is commonly in charge
of the henhouse, Former Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture John Crowell came to oversee the U.S. '
Forest Service directly from the offices of Louisiana-
Pacific, the largest purchaser of federal timber. The
Bureau of Land Management, dominated by the
livestock industry, was governed until recently by Bob
Burford, a former public lands rancher who simply
passed his grazing permits to his sons to avoid conflict
of interest.

Miningon our public lands is directed mainly by
the 1872 Mining Law, of which Exxon and other
multinationals are quite fond; few politicians would
find reform of this law to be politically expedient.
And with L. Dean Buntrock, head of the toxic polluter
Waste Management, Inc., on the board at the National
Wildlife Federation, we can't expect much boat-
rocking from the mainstream environmentalists.

People have always resisted the abuses of the
industrial revolution: The term "sabotage" comes
from sabat, French for wooden shoe, an article that
workers once "accidentally" dropped into machinery.
The Luddites were English textile workers who
destroyed machinery to protect their jobs. The United
States has a rich history of such activity, beginning
with the Boston Tea Party. Jobn Bryant State Park in
Ohio, 'one of the best remaining examples of
Midwestern old growth forests, is named for a man
who spiked his own trees to save them from the
timber barons.

Hopi Indians were pulling up survey stakes a
century before Ed Abbey recommended the practice.
More recently, Minnesota farmers known as "Bolt
Weevils" toppled the towers of an experimental
electrical transmission line that produced bizarre
health effects. Katya Komisaruk was even bold
enough to take on the United States military by
herself, quietly entering Vandenberg Air Force Base
and smashing' a NAVSTAR missile guidance

~"nooinpuiir.)~"'rlF;!,f"; ':Of::-!;.-;.t'>,ltih :Fl"1ft;;1 ~rt.~hne

Dave Foreman points out that monkey wrenching
is only used when all other tactics have failed. The
dangers inherent in individuals defining their own
laws are obvious. Smashing missile guidance systems
and spiking trees is clearly not to everyone's tastes,
but neither is hobnobbing with three-piece suits at
cocktail parties in our capital, Iknow which method
Tarzan would prefer.

o
Eric Holle is a freelance writer and peace activist

in Boulder, Colorado.
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Ecotage isn't a solution, it's part of the problem

The environmental movement has, had, it. both
ways when .it comes 'to' sabotage of bulldozers,
logging equipment, powerlines and other tools used to
destroy and alter the natural world,

This paper has been part of the ambiguity toward
ecotage. It was on display here in the April 25, 1988,
issue, which had two long articles: one on the Nature
Conservancy and one on Earth First!

The pairing carried an implicit message: Here are
the two wings of the environmental movement One is
a pinstriped operation capable of enlisting corporate
and conservative America into the environmental
cause. The second at times preaches ecotage, the
clandestine destruction of the tools of corporate
America.

When asked, "responsible" environmentalists
disown support for spiking trees and other acts of
ecotage. But we usually add that such acts are
understandable given the rage which the unceasing
destruction of nature generates in all who care about
earth and their own survival.

Until now, an ambiguous attitude toward ecotage
seemed acceptable. Why spell things out when we
could have it both ways. In my view, the time for
ambiguity passed with the announcement of the
arrests in Arizona and the allegations of a plan to
attack the Rocky FIats nuclear arsenal.
It may be that these charges have been

manufactured or blown out of proportion by an over-
zealous FBI. But faked or real, this event transforms
what had been small and romantic and rhetorical into
a different creature. Ambiguity, especially in our own
minds, will no longer do. Environmentalists must now
answer, at least to ourselves, some specific questions:
Do we want to blow a hole in Glen Canyon Dam? Do
we want to destroy logging equipment? Do we want
to see electric transmission towers toppled?

The question can be phrased in a variety of ways.
Some see it as strategy. They see the sabotaging of
equipment used in the extraction of natural resources
andthe general-destruction of nature as an 'effective
way to protect the natural world

~ Others come to ecotage out of an apocalyptic
"vision - they believe we have gone over the edge,

into an abyss of uncontrollable toxies and a damaged
atmosphere. Ecotage is their way of expressing rage
and contempt for the system that has doomed us.
Those who can't bring themselves to perform
destructive acts cheer on those who do. The assault on
the natural world by the logging, mining, oil and gas,
livestock and development industries, to say nothing
of the military, is so mindless, so short-sighted, so
vicious and so destructive that it is natural to cheer
when someone strikes a blow against this assault.

And ecotage is made' for cheering. At heart, they
are romantic acts in the oldest Western tradition, A
group of people take upon themselves the
responsibility of defending nature, the victim, against
mankind, the aggressor. Implicit in this defense is the
idea of a split between man and nature. Ecotage has
taken root in the inland West because the split
between man and nature is easiest to imagine here,
where a few million people living mainly in small
settlements are scattered over I million or so square
miles. In these wide open spaces, it is possible to
imagine the separation of man and nature, with' a

handful ,of; Q9,mmitted(~plec d~e"ding pa!l}Te frpm
man.

But that is illusion. We - the grizzlies, the old-
growth forests, the whales, and man - are in this
together. The only hope for nature, and the only hope
for man, is change in human society. The role of the
environmental movement isn't to build barricades
behind which nature can huddle. Its role is to help
build a world in which man and nature form a healthy
whole. .

The environmental movement is many things. It
contains, no doubt, as Earth First! charges, an element
that sees environmentalism as simply a way to make a
living. And it is possible that some in the large
national environmental groups have fallen prey to the
malady said to afflict those who live too long within
the Washington Beltway. !

But whatever its failings, environmentalism is Ii
still, and never more than today, a moral movement It
is telling humanity, with a thousand voices, that we
are destroying what we should be cherishing, that ~e
must change our ways, and that unless we change;' we
will make of the earth a hell for all living things~ And
like any moral movement, environmentalism holds
out a paradise. In our paradise, the air is cleat; the
water pure.and the wildlife plentiful. '

. In the rural West, at least, we are a long way from
achieving that paradise. Westerners may be no more
destructive today than 100 years ago, but 100 years
have taken their toll. The land has been trashed, the
landscapes of thousands of valleys Wave been altered
for the worse, and the grasses and furests are largely
gone, along with the species they once\sustained.

Inevitably, the West's communities mirror the
land. In trashing the land, t\Je people and communities
of the West have damaged themselves. :~

One hundred and fifty years ago, this region was
rich with natural beauty and resources, Today, in both
its human and its natural aspects, it has declined, or
been bludgeoned, to a low level. !~ ~

But lliat is not an-argument~for"l\-0nservationists to
-- ! .separate nature from mankind, and then appoint

themselves defenders of nature. ~~ can be no hope
for the West's natural world with0J~t the rejuvenation
of the human communities which make up the West
The West's natural world and hun~an w()rld can only
come back together. We cannot save the natural world
unless we can reform ourselves, o~~communjties, our

\.\ .
society. _

So wben ecotage occurs, any short til"e gain for
nature is lost in the further weakening of the West's
democratic and humaneImpulses. These l;JPPulses,
marginal though they may be, are our only i~ppefor
creating, in Wallace 'Stegner's words, a SoC~,ety to
match the scenery. There can be no intact, h!!'a1thy"
environment without an intact, healthy humllJI !f'1x:iety.
Either we strengthen the human society, or the human
society will pull the environment (as it ha;ll been
doing) down to the same low level as the societ)Y'.

Once we admit - surely it is obvious to all. - the
unbreakable bonds between the bealth of the human
society and the health of nature, the folly 01;'ecotage
becomes plain. Ecotage is a new word, but it is not a
new pbenomenon. It is the same natural, gUl reaction
our society has to every problem. You can S<iOC a form
of ecotage on television each night. A nation in search, '

I'

Ji

of justice, but despairing of its ability to achieve
justice, salisHes itself with cop shows, in which the
men and ,. omen in blue shoot their way to instant
justice. I '

Ecotage is environmentalism's cop show, It is our
cowboy movie. It is understandable, but it won't do
what has to be done. Civil disobedience and
principled protest, typified by the people who chain
themselves to old growth trees, are one thing. But
actions that take place at night, and which are not
acknowledged by those who commit them, can only
put bff the day when the West's people turn to
restoring the land we have degraded.

Restoration seems far off. As a society and as a
user of the land, we have not yet hit bottom. More
rage-inducing destruction - of old growth forests, of
free-running streams, of clear skies - lies ahead.

Rage is understandable, it is natural. People who
do not feel rage at the ongoing destruction of the
natural world are either dulled by so much destroction
or are less than human. But if we simply act out our
rage, we add to the problem. The rage must be used to
stop the destruction - not to destroy in a different
way. Ecotage will only further corrupt andbrutalize a
society which is already sufficiently corrupt and
brutal.

These are degenerate times. There is little light,
there is much darkness. It is easy to lose faith, to
declare the game lost or about to be lost, and to lash
out in anger and despair.

To divert our anger into more effective channels,
we must believe that there is still hope for both nature
and society. There is no logical way to prove that
nature and mankind can still be saved. It requires a
leap of faith. Each person will have to reach that point
by their own path, just as the Polish people and then
the Chinese people somehow decided that they could
topple their repressive and corrupt regimes without
themselves becoming violent and destructive.

If we can make that leap of faith, and again
believe in our future, then the choice ottools will be
obvious. Those tools will not be cutting torches, metal
spikes and molasses poured into diesel engines. The
tools we must create and use are far less exciting and
quick acting. They are the traditional tools decent,
progressive, constructive societies have always used:
good schools, citizen reform groups which act in
public; competent and honest communications media,
justlaws and practicesand an enlightened citizenry.

Because of its ambiguity, silence or quiet support,
environmentalism as a whole has to accept some
responsibililty for what has gone before. But the time
for ambiguity is now passed. The environmental
movement must decide whether it is a reform effort,
working within society to improve society, or an
apocalyptic movement not subject to ordinary rules.

-e-Ed Marston

FORBES VERSUS HeN
Dear HCN,

The Dec. 7, 1987, issue of HCN fea-
tured a front-page attack on the Burling-
ton Northern management and Dennis
Washington of Missoula. The thrust of
the article was that corporations are
"bad" and that unions are the "innocent
victims" of management. A followup
article in the Jan. 4, 1988, issue, hased
on a Forbes magazine article that I sent
to you, would have served as a balance if
not fo( the condescending tone toward

.capitalism taken by (writer) Ed Marston.
_ ,Well,'here we areone-and-a-hal(

(-
Washingto~!t He donated some construe- million contribution to the University of
tion equipment and materials to the pro- Montana. The University of Montana-
ject," wit!:j the comment on page 91 of Foundation tells us that Washington was
the Fo~t~s article: "He contributed $1 the general contractor for the construe-
millioa to the University of Montana for tion of the stadium, and that he made an
a 14,~XJ()-seatfootball stadium that bears in-kind donation of $1 million of his
his name." I doubt if HCN would sneer cost. In other words, he donated con-
like your author did if someone donated ~ struction equipment, materials and labor
$1 million to HCN. It would be nice if to build the stadium.
HCNtwould just 'objectively report the I think you would agree that HCN's
facts ii;,stead of always trying to tell its description of Washingtoo's contribution
readea's what they should think. gives a better feel for the situation than

I? Forbes' description, which reads as if
Derdr Mr. Severance, the man made a cash contribution. That

f is especially true when you Hgure in the
it Thank you for pointing out that the wriggle room a general contractor h;is in
liFo,bes approach to stories is different Hguring an "in·kind" donation.
~:romours. The one factual coriection in Your letter shows that Forbes never

. Y.(~u(JeUec.£onceols. WalthjUgiQA:$_$L :. ~ ,_.:" " .(Continued on page 16)

Owen Severance
Monticello, Utah

P.S. Compare the statement on page 12
of your Dec. 7, 1987, article: .....the Uni-

. versity of Montana in Missoula did name
.__itLllew, IOQ!ball stadium after Dennis,

years later - and Dennis Washington
has made the cover of Forbes. I hope
you will read the enclosed article
(5/15/89) closely. The last two para-
graphs of your Jan. 4, 1988, article
summed up the situation at that time. I
have the feeling that the results are not
what you expected. Now you will proba-
bly object to the amount of money that
Dennis Washington has made and ignore
the positive impacts his businesses have
had on Montana.

;-r-....
•
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BLM ,.IUI ...· embarking on an ambitious land trading
program with private parties without
much public involvement or oversight

"Our view is that for a program that
" was this intense and of that magnitude

and impact, they should have done a lot
more planning ahead of time and
bro~ght th~ public into the process. They
basically Ignored questions of whether
the government got fair market value,"
Alberswerth said.

,. "Although land exchanges can be
. mutually beneficial to all parties con-
cerned, they tend to make us nervous
~us.: the opponunity for hanky panky
.I~certainly there."

'i
'\\:'

Maricopa County opposed
trading this property because
they want the BLM land to
remain a greenbelt for the city

(Cotrtt"uedfrom page 13)

director Robert Weaver has been skepti-
cal about the BLM swaps.

'The lands being exchanged by the
BLM are a speculator's dream. They are
increasing in value on a daily basis," he 'I
said. ' ~,

Weaver added that the BLM has
given up valuable natural resource land
that could have served as a green belt.for
a city that is converting thousands of
acres a year into asphalt, homes and
businesses. "The BLM is charting
JlfOwth and where it occurs in the central
part of the state," he said.

Besides giving up greenbelt areas
some of the trades contribute to pres-
sures for leapfrog development Marico-
pa County Supervisor Carol Carpenter
acknowledged that when the federal gov-
ernment sells or trades land there is
always that potential. If the Board of
Supervisors had not allowed a privately
fmanced road to be built through the Sun
Valley development it would not have
been economical in develop that area, she
said.

"The road did what was intended
which was to force the price of the land
up. It was nice if you were speculating,
but if you were not doing that it was very
poor planning," Carpenter said.

The publicity over the 1988 BLM-
Bell land exchange started to erode some
of the strong backing Arizona environ-
mental groups had consistently lavished
on Bibles.

Rob Smith; Arizona director of the '
Sierra Club, said while the public' has"
generally been well-served by the BLM
trades, he is concerned that the IlLM is
giving up more land than is necessary. "

"There. is still a lot of work to be
done and I hope some land is left to trade
for special places we want to acquire. I
hope the 'BLM has not given away all of
our trading stock," Smith said.

But Smith's worries were confirmed
by Arizona BLM realty specialist Bill
Ruddick. Ruddick said the BLMhas just
ahout exhausted its trade base and the
agency is nearing the end of the land
exchange program,

"Our bank account is running low
and we have just about traded away
everything we have here," Ruddick said.

Jim Norton, southwestern director
for The Wilderness Society, agreed, with
Smith that the public has gained benefits
from the exchanges, but notes that "there
has not been a lot of public review,"

"We have not looked in detail to be
able to say whether or not the lands the
BLM has given up in return have had
important resource or high economic
values," Norton said.

David Alberswerth, director of pub-
lic lands programs for the National
Wildlife Federation, criticized BLM for

because they want it to remain a green-
belt area for the city.

The investors trading for the other
5,000 acres near Lake Pleasant formed a
company called San Pedro Investment
Group. They completed part of the
exchange last October and received title
to 2,971 acres. They immediately sold
the land to a group called Olympic Lake
Pleasant General Partnership. ..

The Olympic Lake Pleasant partner-
ship is marketing all 5,000 acres even
though they only own 2,971 acres. The
remaining acreage is still under consider-
ation for exchange. A recently printed
real estate sales brochure they distributed
to such companies as Mobil Oil Corp.
advertises the 5,000-acre parcel.

The brochure headline reads: "5000
ACRES WIlli A NEW VIEW OF PAR-
ADISE." The slick eight-page ad is full
of color photographs and graphs adver-
tising the beauty of the desert and the
growth and development potential of '
Phoenix.

Guy Inzalco is a member of the
investment group that acquired and sold
the first 2,971 acres in the 5,000 acre
e~change. He says they are still working
With the BLM to acquire the remaining
acres. in the exchange, and that they are
acquirmg the property for the Olympic
Lake Pleasant partnership. InZjl\po says "
the Lake Pleasant partnership plans to
hold the property as a future investment.

Inzalco adds that he and his three
partners will make a $600,000 profit on
the trade if the entire exchange is com-
pleted,

"With four partners working over,
two years including our overhead and
staff so far, we've made $300,000; if we
complete the rest of the exchange, we'll
make another $300,000. I don't think we
are getting rich off these transactions or
getting rich off the interests of the public
trust.u

InzaIco's profit may be low. Accord-
ing to Phoenix real estate developers, the
value of property in the Lake Pleasant
area will skyrocket once the federal gov-
ernment completes construction of a new
dam in 1990, tripling the size of the lake.

Potential investors only have to tum
to the BLM's sister agency in the U.S.

Department of Interior, the Bureau of
Reclamation, to see much higher land
values in the Lake Pleasant area

The Bureau reached a settlement
with private developers in early 1987 to'
condemn 397 acres of land for use in
building the new dam at Lake Pleasant
The Bureau valued the property, which
had secured water by dtilling wells, at
$7.95 million. According to bureau
-records, the agency valued land in the
flood plain of the Agua Fria River at
$8,000 an-acre and land on higher eleva-
tions at $20,000 an acre, far higher than
BLM appraisals on land a few miles
away.

One of the investors in the land pur-
chased by BuRec was U.S. Sen. Dennis
DeConcini, D-Ariz. DeConcini, who
said his family business made the invest-
ment without his full understanding, lat-
er relinquished his interest in the proper-
ty after BuRec said it could not reach a
condemnation settlement with a sitting
member of Congress. '

,

171aking a less harsh view of"
, the trades is Bob Witzeman,

'\ conservation chairman for
the Marico~ Audubun Society. Witze-
man said the ,JlIadeshave been an "envi-
ronmental windfall" because they have
put into publicI hands vast tracts of eco- .
logically invaluable land that had been
subject to overgrazing by ranchers. '

Witzeman argues that the trades
could not be completed if appraisals had
been subject to public review, and that
any money lost to the-public ionthe form
of windfall profits iii developers will be
recouped over time from the benefits
associated with acquiring 'the private
lands. '"

, , But Witzeman said the :-'\indfall
profits which are accruing to private par-
ties and the widespread publicity that
follows threatens to' end attempts by
public agencies, to acquire en~iironmen-
tally sensitive land controlled-by private
interests. 'I

"The tragedy of the .trades is, they
are all going to backfire on Bribles,"
Witzeman said. :'

Last fall, another Bl:.Mt land
exchange was initiated with a Scottsdale
development group involving'\5,OOO
acres. The land is sloping saguaro-cov-
ered desert 30 miles northwest of
Phoenix just a few miles from Lake
Pleasant Regional Park, The land ,is near
the 6,854 acres Bell acquired in last
summer's land exchange..) .

The BLM valued Bell's Lake Pleas-
ant property at $11 million, with high-
way· froniage carrying a '$5,000 an acre
valuation and land aWiiillYfrom the road
valued at $700 ail aG!"e. Brokers" in the
Lake Pleasant area sai'd Bell's land could
immediately be resold for $16 to $24
million, cash. "

C?unty Supervis:!il" Carpenter says '
there IS a rush on development in the
area and land prices axe escalating. "The
Parks Department ik very concerned
with the potential for o~"lrdevelopment:'
she said. ";

The Maricopa County Planning
Department and the Bo1~rd of Supervi- ,
sors buth opposed trading this property~-----·-----.I"~', IW~"'--~-----~ _
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Windfall profits to private
developers resulting
from numerous Arizona

land exchanges have finally caught the
attention of Congress. Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz., and Rep. Jon Kyle, R-
Ariz., said they plan to look into the
',ELM's exchange program in ki~ona>
The Inspector General for the Interior'
Department has also confirmed that he is
investigating allegations of crimin;;i
fraud concerning the $8,9 and $19.5 mil-
lion dollar appraisals on the same public
land in the December exchange.

One thing they will quick:iy find is
that the Department of Interior has a split
personality when it comes to valuing the
public's land. Records show that the
Bureau of Reclamation is willing to pay
a hefty price when it wants to acquire
private lands. Its sister agency, the BLM,
likes to put a low value on public land it
is trading away.

In both cases, the taxpayer loses.

o
Jill Morrison is a freelance writer

who commutes between Los Angeles
and Tucson. John Dougherty, now a dai:'
Iy reporter in Dayton, Ohio, formerly
worked in Arizona. This article was paid
for by the High Country News Research
Fund.
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